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In Our 99th Year

Alert Alarm
Sounded Prior
To Fatal Crash
SAN DIEGO(AP) — A collision alert
system that sounded a dozen times a
day could have been ignored by traffic
controllers when it signaled the nation's
worst air crash was imminent, a
federal investigator says.
"If that is creating an acceptance of
the signal, we sure want to learn that
and see what perhaps can be done,"
Brad Dunbar, a National Transportation Safety Board spokesman,
said Friday.
Investigators have determined that a
"conflict alert" system at the Miramar
Naval Air Station radar facility
sounded 17 seconds before- Monday's
collision of a Pacific Southwest Airlines
727 jetliner and a single-engine Cessna
172.
However, Miramar controllers did
not attempt to notify the tower at
Lindbergh Field of the alert until after
the collision had occurred.
"The controllers didn't believe it was
a collision situation," Dunbar said. He
said the system sounded a second time
about 14 seconds after the collision,
presumably triggered by the jetliner
dropping below the minimum safe
s.
altitude.
Miramar controllers did call Lindbergh after the second alert, Dunbar
said, but by then the two planes had
already collided and plunged to the
ground.
The crash killed all 135 persons
aboard the PSA jet and the two occupants of the Cessna. Officials earlier
had estimated that another 13 persons
died on the ground when bodies and
flaming debris hurdled down on them.
However, San Diego County Deputy
Coroner J.D. Johnson said late Friday
that only eight persons have been
positively accounted for as ground
victims, making the confirmed death
toll 145 instead of 150.
Johnson said, however, more victims
still could turn up as a result of
fingerprint and dental evaluations.
Dunbar said investigators have
determined that at least four persons
were in the cockpit of the 727 before it
craShed, but Said he could not confirm
reports that the flight crew had been
joking back and forth before the
collision. The cockpit of a 727 his two
jump seats in addition to accommodations for the three-man flight
crew.
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chance of showers
Mostly .cloudy today with
chance of showers and thundershowers Highs in the mid to
upper 70s. Clearing and turning
cooler tonight. Lows near 50.
Sunny and mild Sunday with
highs in the mid 70s. Winds.
southwest 5 to 10 miles an hour
• today. Light and variable tonight.
The probability of precipitation is
40 percent today.
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L & N Working Toward
Restoring Full Service
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Louisville & Nashville Railroad worked
toward restoring full service today as
strikini-rallway clerks removed their
picild'oria federal court order.
"We'll be running some additional
trains by tomorrow morning for sure,"
Leo Koester, an L&N vice president in
Louisville, said Friday night as union
members awaited official notice to end
their strike.

NEW PRESIDENT, KIWANIAN OF YEAR — Murray Kiwanians have named
Harold Eversmeyer "Kiwanian of the Year" and Allen Russell president of
the club for the upcoming year. Meeting in a "ladies night" function at
Colonial House Smorgasbord in Murray, the Kiwanians heard a speech
from state Kiwanis lieutenant governor Jerry Chumbler of Paducah. In the
photos above, Dr. Eversmeyer (top photo, left) of 820 N. 19th in Murray is
shown receiving his "Kiwanian of the Year" award from club secretary Dr.
Durwood Beatty; and (bottom photo, left) Allen Russell, 1503 Sycamore,
Murray, is shown being installed as president of the Murray chapter by
Chumbler. Other officers installed during the night included Charles Marcussen, vice-president, Durwood Beatty, secretary and John Mikulcik,
secretary. Chumbler listed goals for Kiwanis District 15, which included
establishment of three new clubs, a 12 percent increase in Kiwanis membership, observance of the Kiwanis International goal,"light Up A Life."

"I'm not saying we're going to have
everything back to normal, but as fast
as these men come back, we'll have
work for them to do," Koester said.
The official notice from union leaders
came late Friday night, and, "We're in
the process of pulling the pickets down
now," said a spokeswoman at the
Louisville headquarters of the
Brotherhood of Railway and Airline
Clerks.
Koester said most clerks do not work
at night or onSaturdays, but the union
spokeswoman said striking workers
were expected to report for work on
their next assigned shift.

"We feel like that it was a good settlement and we feel like our international president did a tremendous
job," said C.W. Shores, an officer of the
union's system board. "We're real
thrilled about the way it turned out."
Fred Kroll, BRAC president, announced Friday night in Washington
that he was ordering an end to the
nationwide rail strike. The announcement came shortly after U.S.
District Judge Aubrey E. Robinson Jr.
issued a temporary order against the
striking union "restraining all parties
from continuation of the striker
Earlier Friday, the LAN abolished
222 clerical positions throughout the
system, Koester said.
"We did that for economy reasons.
We've endured an awful lot since the
beginning of this strike. We _had to cut
back and had to cut our payroll back,"
he said.
He said the layoffs were not in
retaliation for picketing by the clerks.
But some of the picketing clerks
disputed the railroad's contention.
"The company is doing spiteful
things because of the strike. I've heard
of people being laid off all over the

system." said one of the pickets who
was laid off.
Koester said the employees would be
returned to the payroll on a gradual
_ basis after full service is restored.
"As we pick up business, we'll go to
the seniority roster and they'll be the
first to get jobs," he said. The railroad
has said in court that it lost $2 million in
gross revenues for each day of the
strike.
Picketing continued throughout the
13-state L&N system before Robinson's
order was issued Friday as the railway
clerks ignored a presidential order to
return to work.
A spokesman at Ford Motor Co. in
Louisville said Friday's shifts on the
passenger and light truck assembly
lines were cut to four hours.
Tom Ryan, industrial relations
manager, said union contracts require
workers to be paid for at least four
hours if they show up for work and work
isn't available.
Some layoffs were reported during
the strike in eastern Kentucky's coal
fields, but strike-related work
disruptions seemed to be minimal
elsewhere in the state.

Auditions For Parts
In 'Miracle Worker'
Scheduled To Begin

Thousands Of Mourners File
Past Body Of Pope John Paul I
By EDWARD MAGRI
Associated Press Writer
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Thousands
of mourners, many weeping openly,
filed past the body of Pope John Paul I
today as the cardinals of the Roman
Catholic Church planned the pontiff's
funeral and set Oct. 14 to begin the
conclave that will choose his successor.
The Congregation of Cardinals, a
daily gathering that administers
church affairs after the death of a pope,
held its first session today and later
said the funeral would be held Wednesday.
A spokesman said an outdoor funeral
Mass would be celebrated on the steps
of St. Peter's Basilica, the tame site
where John Paul I was inaugurated as
leader of the world's 700 million Roman
Catholics in a spartan ceremony Sept.
3. No other arrangements were announced.

15c Per Copy

Many of the cardinals, who were in
Rome for the death of Pope Paul VI and
the election of John Paul I in August,
have yet to arrive. Those already here
met on the third floor of the ornate
Apostolic Palace.
Meanwhile, workers erected the
chimney above the Sistine Chapel.
This was a sign that the secret conclave to elect the next pope will again
be in the Sistine Chapel and the result
announced by the traditional smoke
signals, white for the election and black
for inconclusive votes. A formal
decision on the site of the conclave is to
be taken by the congregation of cardinals.
The long files of mourners, some
weeping openly, moved past the body of
John Paul as it lay in state in the ornate
Apostolic Palace.
The huge bronze door near Bernini's
colonnade at St. Peter's Square opened
at 9 a.m. — 2 a.m. CDT. But an
estimated 6,000 persons had formed a
line, six abreast and about 200 yards
long, shortly after dawn. The crowd
swelled by the minute'.
During the night mourners kept a
vigil in St. Peter's Square, softly saying
prayers and looking to the papal palace
where the red-robed body of John Paul
Lay in Clementine Hall. The Vatican
estimated 50,000 people filed past the
body Friday.
Some cardinals predictedir man like
John Paul - outgoing, amiable and
plain-speaking — would be named to
lead the 700-million-member church
divided over such issues as birth
control, divorce and priestly celibacy.
"Now I cannot but pray so that the
Lord may grant his church a pastor as
the one he had given us just a month
ago," said Cardinal Michele Pellegrino
of Italy.
The pope, Cardinal Albino Lucian'
before his election Aug. 26, died in his
bed of a heart attack while reading
Thursday night, ending his 34-day
reign. His private sect etary found the
body six hours later early Friday. The
261rd pope would have been 66 on Oct.
17
The first meeting of the College of
Cardinals in their role as interim
government was called by Cardinal

Jean Villot, the French-born papal
chamberlain who is running the ciaytoday affairs of the church during the
interregnum.

How do you teach a deaf,-dumb and
blind child to communicate with the
outside world. This is Annie Sullivan's
plight in "The Miracle Worker" which
the Murray State University Theatre
will present on Nov. 30, Dec. 1 and 2 at
8:00 p.m.
The show is centered around Helen
Keller, who is deaf, dumb and blind and
her teacher, Annie Sullivan. Dr. Mark
Malinauskas, director of "The Miracle
Worker" described the show as
"showing the conflicts Lew eel,
parental-sheltering love and teachingenlightening love."
Auditions for the play, by William
Gibson, will be Monday and Wednesday
Oct. 9 and 11, beginning at 7 p.m.
Anyone wishing to audition should
contact Dr. Malinauskas at the
University Theatre (phone 762-4421) for
an audition time.
"The Miracle Worker" requires eight
children ages 8 to 12. Auditions for these
parts are open to all community
children and will be held Monday,Oct. 9
at 3:30 p.m. in the University Theatre.
Dr. Malinauskas also said that he will
be auditioning girls (high school freshman and older) for the part of Helen
Keller. Anyone having questions or are
uiterested in auditioning please contact
Dr. Malinauskas at the University
Theatre.

Turner Confident That
Democrats Will Unite
6th District, where Democrat Tom
By HERBERT SPARROW
Easterly, an upset winner over inAssociated Press Writer
John
Congressman
cumbent
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Demoratic Party Chairman Marie Breckinridge in the May primary, is
Turner says she is confident that fighting a tough battle against
Democrats will unite behind this year's Republican Larry Hopkins of
Lexington.
House and Senate candidates.
Mrs. Turner said at least three
Mrs. Turner said she was encouraged
by a meeting of Democratic candidates meetings will be held with all the 1979
Friday at the lieutenant governor's candidates present to show support for
mansion. Candidates attending the this year's candidates.
Mrs. Turner said the candidates also
meeting included those seeking office
had agreed to help in fund-raising
this year and those participating in
activities during the next month.
primary races for governor and
"I made the suggestion they stop
lieutenant governor next year.
"Our main reason for the meeting campaigning and I didn't have any
was to get a united front on electing the opposition," Mrs. Turner said. "All
Democratic nominees in November," said they would stop everything for the
next four weeks and call and do
Mrs. Turner said after the closed
everything they can for the nominees."
meeting.
The group agreed that Mrs. Turner
We want to forget everything else
would speak for them and those conand get behind them and elect them,"
tacted afterwards refused to elaborate.
she said.
However, at least one candidate for
U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston is
lieutenant governor, Jim Vernon, was
seeking re-election in November
going ahead with previous plans to
against Republican state Rep. Louie
campaign
officially open his
Guenthner of Louisville, while
headquarters in Corbin tonight.
Democrats are involved in five
Mrs. Turner said she realized some
congressional races.
people would have appearances and
Party leaders, headed by Gov. Julian
commitments they could not postpone.
Carroll, had been calling for the past
The meeting was set up by IA. Gov.
year for candidates to put off their
Thelma Stovall, one of the announced
races for state offices until after
•andidates for governor in the May 1979
November's general election.
primary. In a letter to the candidates,
However, several candidates have
officially entered the fray and are - Mrs.Stovall said,"I am concerned that
not enough effort is being made to elect
actively campaigning.
.
our Democratic nominees in the 1978
Mrs. Turner said the candidates or
general election.
their representatives at the meeting
"lam hopeful that all 1979 candidates
agreed to pull back from their own
will see that we have a responsibility in
campaigning and work during the next
1978 to do our utmost for the benefit of
four Weeks for Huddleston and the
current nominees and our Democratic
congressional candidates.
Party," Mrs. Stovall wrote.
One areaof particular concern is the

MISS RANGERETTE 1977, Gina Herndon, will crown her successor at the
Miss Rangerette Pageant to be held Sunday, Oct 15, at 2:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Building. The event will be sponsored by the Tau
Phi lambda Sorority, WOW. The pageant is open to all Rangerettes, ages
eight through 15, and-the deadline for applications has been extended to
Tuesday, Oct. 3. Winners in the pageant will receive gifts, trophies, and
ROWers. Past recipients of the Miss Rangerette title are not eligible. No entry fee is required. Applications may be picked up at the Woodmen of the
World office or at the home of Marilyn Herndon, 1620 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray.

Yeiser Confirms Firing
From State ASCS Post
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Beverly
G. Yeiser confirmed late Friday night
that he was fired earlier in the day as
executive director of the stale
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
Yeiser said U.S. Department of
Agriculture officials had told him to
leave the $36,000 a year post "at the end
of the work day.
"I was given the final ultimatum
around 4 p.m.," the Winchester native
said. "That ultimatum being voluntary
resignation or being released from
service with the right to appeal. I
haven't had time to consult with my
attorney but my intentions at this time
are to appeal the dismissal."
The firing came approximately 24
flours after the 62-year-old Yeiser held
a news conference here and accused
USDA officials of unjustly trying to
force him out of office.
At the news conference, Yeiser urged
USDA to release any information that it

possessed concerning an investigation
into alleged violations of the Hatch Act,
which prohibits federal employees
from using their positions for political
influence.
Yeiser said he received a letter
Friday from Ray Fitzgerald, ASCS
administrator in Washington. The
letter said "this is to notify you that
your service.. will be terminated at the
close of the work day Sept. 29, 1978."
The letter Said the actin "should not
be construed in any way or part against
your character qrAility to perform
your job."
Yeiser said Fitzgerald had nothing to
do with his firing and described his
working relationship with Fitzgerald as
"the very best. He was just doing the
task he had to do in hi.s position."
Yeiser said he was given one last
chance to resign about 30. minutes
before quitting • time Friday by a
representative
of
the
ASCS
southeastern division headquarters in
Atlanta.
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Sunday, October 1
An invitational exhibition of
recent works by selected
American artists working in
fibers will be shown at Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center,
Murray
State
University, through Oct. 24.
Gallery hours are 7:30 a.m. to
nine p.m., Monday . through
Friday, ten a.m. to four
p.rn.,Saturday, and one to four
p.m.,Sunday.

VIII COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
s.

Saturday,September 311
The Knights of Columbus
will sponsor a burgoo supper
from three to eight p.m. on the
church grounds of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Burgoo will
be served by bowl or gallon
And the public is invited.

Saturday,September*
Annual Methodist Men's
reunion will be held at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at seven p.m. with District
Supt. Frank Bulle as speaker.

Murray Chapter No. 23 of
Fraternal Order of Police will
Bake sale will be held by the have a family cookout for all
Church of Jesus Christ of active and associate members
Latter Day Saints in front of and their families at the CityCounty Park at one p.m. Call
Roses starting at nine a.m.
Murray Police Station, 7531621,
if information needed.
Fall Wildflower Search will
start at two p.m. at Center
Chestnut General Baptist
Station, Land Between the
Church
will
hold
its
homecoming today with a
Students of Murray School basket lunch at noon.
of Practical Nursing will have
Sunday, October 1
a rummage sale with a large
Centennial homecoming will
number of items at the be held at Cherry Corner
American Legion Hall, Maple Baptist Church with activities
Street, starting at seven a.m.
planned throughout the day.
.Eleventh annual Kentucky
Championship Fox Trotting
Hi:Prse Show will open at one
pip. at the West Kentucky
Livestock
Show
and
Eosition Center. Championship stake classes will be
at six p.m. with admission
stbo. This is sponsored by
Kentucky Fox Trotting
Horsemen's Association.
Kentucky Music Educators
Association's marching band
festival will be from six to nine
p.m. at Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
Admission is $1.00 for Adults
and 50 cents for children under
12.
Rummage sale by Murray
Business and Professional
'Women's Club will be held at
the garage of Janice McClard,
143 Blair Street, Murray,
'Starting at eight a.m.
Department of
Alpha
.Murray Woman's Club will
.have its noon luncheon at the
,club house with Dr. Alice
'Koenecke as speaker.

Monday,October 2
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey at 7:30 p.m.
•
Singles Unlimited will meet
in the parlor of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30 p.m.

Murray State Student
Government Association will
Dick
Gregory,
present
comedian and activist, in a
lecture at the Student Center
Auditorium at eight p.m.
Admission is free.

Special activities are
planned today at Elm Grove
Baptist Church with ground
breaking for its new Christian
Life Center at 1:30 p.m.
Annual
reunion
of
descendants and friends of
Andrew Allan Scarbrough will
be held at the Ellis Community Center, Murray, at
twelve noon. A basket lunch
will be served.

Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.

Groundbreaking for the new
Baptist Student Center at the
corner of Waldrop and
Chestnut Streets, Murray, will
be held at 3:30 p.m.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Dan Shipley at ten
a.m.; Lottie Moon with Mrs.
Henry Warren at seven p.m.;
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
Clara Louise Jones at 7:15
p.m.

Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will be 1½ hour slide
show on Butterflies and Moths
at two p.m.and 11
/
2 hour
session on Nature Quiz at 3:30
p.m., both at Center Station.

l

Open 6:45
Start 7:15

Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will meet at the
Beauty Box at 7:30 p.m. with
Billie Cohoon from The Cherry
Branch to show fall makeup.

N

Thru Sat.
I

Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Tuesday,October 3
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. J. E. Littleton at two
p.m. with Mrs. Pauline
Speegte and Mrs. Maurine.
Loftin as cohostesses. Mrs.
Lessie Pickard will have the
program and Mrs. Lenore
Moore the devotion.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
the home of Matilda Canady,
224 South 15th Street, at one
p.m. Members will attend the
11 a.m. mass on Sunday.

SUN-WED
BAD WOMEN DON T GO TO HELL.
THAI
THAT S WHERE THEY COME f90041

First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the church with
executive board to meet at
6:30 p.m. and a social hour
planned at eight p.m.
Delta
Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with the program by Dr.
Joseph L. Rose.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house for a Haunted House
workshop,and card party.. _
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The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
voted to help with the Business
and Industry division of the
annual Arthritis Drive in the
city of Murray for this year.
This action was taken at the
first meeting of the new club
year held on Monday,Sept. 18,
in the form of a salad supper
with the chairinaa, Cloia
Campbell, presiding.
The department assisted
with this drive last year as a
part of the civic projects of the
club. Dortha Jones and
Thelma Warford are members of the projects committee
of the department.
As a financial project for the
year the department is selling
Stanley products and each
member should present their
orders to Rachel Hendon by
Monday, Oct. 2, so that the
items can be distributed to the
members at the next meeting
on Monday, Oct. 16. This will
be in place of the rummage
sale held each year by the
department.
Members
also
were
reminded to save Malone and
Hyde labels as each is worth
4
1 cent to any organization,
according to Jan Hough,
treasurer of the department.
Rachel Hendon and Pauline
Parker are members of the
finance couunittee.

First Baptist Church WMI.
generalmeeting will be held at
9:30 a.m. at the church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet a:,
follows: Dorothy with MRs. H
L Oakley at 10:30 a.m., and
Bea Walker with Mrs. G. T
Lilly at 7:30 p.m.

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at Health
Center.
Murray State Student
Activities Office will present'
Harry Carey, Jr., who will
lecture on Wild West movies
at eight p.m. at Student Center
Auditorium. Admission is
free.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Helen Beal, who is serving
with Bess Kerlick, on the
contest committee, reminded
members to enter items in art
and needlework in the district
contest.
The new rules, regulations,
and policies of the club house
were explained by Lois Keller
and Sina Richardson of the
Advisory Board of the Murray
Club.

By Abigail Van Buren

Tells His Secret,
Loses Only Friend
DEAR ABBY:l'm a 20-year-old male and I'm gay. My best
friend (I'll call him Bob) and 1 recently got into some heavy
discussions and ended up confessing our innermost secrets.
When I told Bob I was gay, he became very angry and said
he never wanted me near him again. Then he left.
I am not sexually attracted to Bob. He's my best friend
and I don't want to lose him. Other than my friendship with
him, I'm pretty much a loner.
Last year I was on the verge of taking,4ny 4:41stki went to
a suicide prevention 'center. They talked me out of going
through with it, but now I'm considering suicide again. I've
analyzed my situation and seriously wonder if my life is
worth the pain of living it.
I look to you as a last chance, Abby. If your advice doesn't
help me, I will just go with what I think is the best solution.
Please answer soon. I can't wait much longer.
CONFIDENTIAL IN DETROIT

Other officers of the club are
Martha Enix, vice-chairman,
and Anna Mae Thurman,
secretary. Serving with Mrs.
Enix on the program committee are Martha Guier and
Betty Coleman.
Committee members in
elude: Maxine Scott and
Oneida Boyd, blind corners;
Opal Howard, civic; Jo
Burkeen, publicity; Betty
Beaman, parliamentarian;
Louise Miller, sunshine;
Wilma Beatty, Dortha Jones,
Alexa Starks, Margaret
Cavitt, and Mildred Lowe,
telephone. Other members
serving in various ways include Dorothy Byrn, Jean
Cloar, Lucy Forrest, and
Larue Williams.
Hostesses for the supper
were the club officers—Cloia
Campbell, Martha Enix, Anna
Mae Thurman, and Jan
Hough.

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR CONFIDENTIAL: Your former friend Bob has a
lot to learn about homosexuality if he feels threatened by
your confession, and ended your friendship for that reason.
You haven't lost much. Friends worth having accept you as
you are.
Please go back to the suicide prevention center. They do
more than just talk you out of committing suicide. They
have competent counselors who will help you get your head
together. Go now, and write to me soon and tell me how
you're doing. I care.
DEAR ABBY: I am 15 and my parents are divorced. My
mother has remarried and so has my father. The problem is,
my father has had TWO divorces, and is engaged to be
married again. That doesn't really bother me. It's his life
and he's entitled to happiness, but Abby, he is 53 and his
girlfriend is 23! And that bothers me.
I've talked to him about it, but it did no good. He says he
doesn't want to be alone. I can understand that, but I wish
he'd find a woman nearer his age.
Don't get me wrong. I like his girlfriend, it's just that she
is younger than my older sister.
I love my father very much. What can I do?
WORRIED ABOUT DAD

e
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Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 1,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Prances Drake
FOR MONDA ,
OCTOBER 2, 1978

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 411"
Don't get carried away by
first thoughts, first Impressions. You could be
mistaken about motivations,
indications, your own ideas.
Give everyone the benefit of
the doubt.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 2U tit('
You may run into snags or
obstacles, but you can handle
them. Think over similar
experiences of the past — and
profit from them.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
Curb your natural inclination to be unconventional.
Indiscretion can only lead to
trouble later. CANCER
{Jane 22 to July 23)
Your sign points to marital
happiness, business partnerships, dealings with the
opposite sex generally. It
should be an all-around good
day.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124
:*
Undertakings that call for
considerable study and knowhow should succeed. In personal relationships, however,
some clouds hover on the
horizon. Put the emphasis on
tact and discretion.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Competition is Indicated.
Don't wait too long before
taking action, but don't act too
impulidvely either.

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You should be .able to put
over new ideas with great
success, handle assignments
with confidence and capitalize
on your many talents.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A great day for roman'ite
and creative activities. In the
connection,
an
latter
avocation may prove to have
remunerative value.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21,
lively
Give
your
imagination free reign. New
ideas, generated by the fine
influence of Mercury, could be
beneficial to your career.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231 IEW-v)
Employ successful
techniques used in prior efforts, but don't hesitate to
revamp plans and vitalize
your approach. In personal
affairs, tact is called for.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Curb inclinations toward
extravagance. If you over(LIB
Sepitt.A24 to Oct. 23)
spend on credit or impulse
A pleasant day is in the
buying nowl you will regret it
offing, with associates
later.
radiating good will and
VIRGO
congeniality. The stars
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) N'P'P\
especially favor travel and
Most efforts should prosper.
communication with inEven so, think before you
teresting people.
speak or act. Avoid extremes.
There's -a trend 'WOW towart --SCORPIO
yk,•_
the unusual, even the bizarre.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
LIBRA
Opposition is possible, but
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AA
----lout- keenness and wive of
If extra responsibilities are
humor will help you win more
thrust upon you, accept those
points than force or obstinacy
which you can reasonably
would.
handle, but draw the line if
anyone tries to take advantage of your good nature.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ine*
A certain situation could
upset you, but don't become
discouraged. Examine,
contemplate, and then press
on --- with confidence.
Sy CECILY BROWNSTONE
SAGITTARIUS
LUNCHTIME FARE
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Scrambled Eggs
Think ahead to the future.
With Cheese
Today's influences especially
Buttermilk Biscuits
Salad
favor those engaged in
JOHN WOODS' BUTTERfinance, manufacturing, the
MILK BISCUITS
legal profession.
Our tasters liked this recipe
CAPRICORN
( Dec 22 to Jan. 20) 110
from "The Proteins-for-Pennies
Look for gains but also
Cookbook- by John Woods 4 Wywatch out for "gimmicks"
den ).
which could trip you up. There
1$'4 cup soy flour
are persons who would un/
3
4 cup all-purpose flour
dermine your confidence by
1 teaspoon salt"
belittling your efforts,
14 teaspoon baking soda
AQUARIUS
1-3rd cup shortening
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 4'2 cup buttermilk
Beware of deceit and
Stir together the dry indubious schemes. If you're
gredients. Cut in shortening,
alert yew can counteract
then add buttermilk. Mix well
problems with your innate
and roll to about 1,2-inch thickintegrity and good judgment.
PISCES
• __new on a floured dough board.
1Feb. 20 to Mar. io) XC,,i --Cut out and place close together on a greased cookie sheet.
You have several chances to
Bake in preheated 425-degree
do better. Take advantage of
oven for about 12 minutes.
every opportunity. This is a
good period in which to conMakes 10 to 12 two-inch bisfider new ideas and methods,
cuits.

00

nmy-

.12,,
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COOKING
IS FUN

See These!

2 Sig Weeks

Calloway
County
Homemakers Basket Weaving
Session will be held at 9:30
a.m. at the City-County Park.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
Recovery, Inc., will meet at the stars say, read the
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, forecast given for your birth
Sign.
North 7th and Olive Streets.

DIRTY
HARRY
MAGNUM
FORCE
THE
ENFORCER

WHILE KING KONG
ROARS... AND BEATS
HIS CHEST
DING DONG SCORES
AND =T$ THE BEST1

Thetas Vote To Help
With Arthritis Drive

Murray Assembly No. 19
Calloway County Retired Order of the Rainbow for Girb
Teachers will meet at Ellis will meet at seven p.m. at the
Community Center at two Lodge Had.
p.m. with Dr. Stanford.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Hendrickson in charge of the
meet at Dexter Center at ten
program.
a.m.
Parents Anonymous will
Ellis Center will be open
meet at 7:15 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church, from ten a.m. to three p.m.for
15th and Main Streets, activities by Murray Senior
Murray. For information call Citizens. For information cal;
753-0929.
759-1792 or 753-9261.

Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at two
p.m. at the Calloway County
High School cafeteria. All
interested persons are invited
to attend.

r talURRAT

Workshop for Holly Berry
Bazaar will be held in
Fellowship Hall of First
Presbyterian Church at sever
p.m.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Remain optimistic as you
wade through weighty matters, complicated issues or
just plain tasks.. Time is on
your side right now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20) Vi
A once-distant goal is now
within easy reach if you press
on and don't let other people
discourage you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Although unexpected interruptions may slow you
down, you will find the means
to get everything straightened
out to your complete
satisfaction.
PISCES
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
•
Keep your eye on your goal
and you will succeed. A
meeting of minds could
produce some revelations,
startling new ideas which
could prove profitable.

;e440.

YOU BORN TODAY are
highly progressive, volatile of
personality, always ready for
action, and will work hard for
the attainment of your very
lofty goals. You have a
greater gift for leadership
than most Librans and may
choose the military as a
career. However, there are
many other fields in which
your talents could lead to topflight success. In business,
you would make an excellent
salesperson, promoter or
managing executive; in the
professions, medicine and the
law would be excellent fields
and, artistically, you could
shine as a writer, musician,
designer or actor. Birthdate
of: Julie Andrews, singer,
actress; Vladimir Horowitz,
renowned pianist.

tit
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DEAR WORRIED: Cool it. If you really love your father
and want him to be happy, the best thing you can -do for him
is to accept his young wife, and hope for the best.
DEAR ABBY: Being an avid reader of your column,I have
noted many different kinds of problems, but the one that has
always puzzled me is the problem of the single woman in
love with a married man.
She thinks if only he would divorce- his wife, they would
get married and live happily ever after!
Why doesn't that foolish woman realize that if the man
does ditch his wife and marry her, she has no assurance that
he will not repeat his unfaithfulness and dump her for
someone else?
I think if those "other women" who are drooling over
another woman's husband would take this into consideration, quite a few would take up their lines and go fishing in a
clearer stream.
What is your opinion?
BOGART,GA.
DEAR BOGART: Love is a "mental disease." It doesn't
respond to logic. A woman in love reasons that the timing
was unfortunate, and she can succeed in a marriage where
her predecessor liss_ tailed. Occasionally she's right.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents) (self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
FAMILY ALL
IN HOLY ORDERS
TULAROSA, N.M. ( AP) —
Five sisters — all nuns —
recently visited their brother,
the Rev. Jerry Ahles of St.
Francis de Paula Catholic
Church here. A sixth sister,
also a nun, was unable to make
the trip.
The visitors included Sisters
Assumpta, Lucina, Dolores,
Theophane and Antoinette, all
of the Franciscan Order of
Little Falls, Minn.

Metal Plant §
Hangers
/
11
4 price
PLANTLAN

Mr. Jan
presente
Treasurer
money r
"Wag Ba
K parking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

"Gift and Garden Spot
of The La kelamis"
Jet tiwY$ Sit & 841
5 MI North of Renton

•
•

Majestic
House
Steak-Pizza
is coming back
with their

Tuesday
Special

Special
fvery
Tuesday

'1

Rib-Eye
Steak

aSI5l54j

$299
With Salad Bar

Hamburger
Steak

Monday thru Friday
Lunch Only
11-2:00
With Salad Bar

Trrthe New

Hot European Food Gyros
Open /very bay Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. until Midnight
Sunday 11:00-10:00 a.m.

N. 12th Street Olympic Plaza
15:1114
4
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After a recent McDonalds coloring contest, Assistant
Manager, Glen Hughes,(left) presented Rhonda Kerr, age
10, with a Big Mac radio for winning the over all contest.
Also pictured from left to right are the winners of the different age categories. Diana Milliken, first place, in the
five and under class won a McDcmald's tote bag, Johnny
Puckett, second place, in the five and under class won
three free Big Macs. Lee Holcomb,first place in the six to
ten year old category also won a tote bag, and Kelly
Burkeen,second place, in the six to ten year old category
won three free Big Macs. Ruth Eversmeyer, store Activities Representative said, "We appreciate the big
response we had from all the children."

ooling over
consider&
fishing in a

Mr. James Tallent, manager, Big K Dept. Store, recently
presented a money order to Mrs. Stanford Andrus,
Treasurer of the Calloway County Cancer Fund. The
money represented the proceeds Big K received from
"Wag Bag" the miniature horse that appeared in the Big
K parking lot Sept. 12-18.

Remember the first time Kentucky's share of the 3-R
"We're faced with a double
you drove on an Interstate funding — probably $3 million problem, both here in Kenhighway, 12 or 15 years ago? a year for the next two years tucky and nationally,"
don't think people will
The surface was as smooth as — is not enough. But there's no Gkigier said. "Most of our
driving, even if gAia
stop
glass, and the tires on your old way to get more.
raid funds come from the
to a dollar a gallon. T
DeSoto or Studebaker rolled
-Out current 3-R program federal and state gasoline
get a car that gets
just
on without a jar or a jiggle.
ends this month. We received taxes, which are fixed per
they can afford. Of
mileage
It's just not the same now. $6 million dollars over tv(o gallon. Even if the cost per
Interstates were designed to years and spent it on 1-75 fold gallon of gas goes up because course, when a car gets 30
last 16 to 20 years before they 1-71 north to US 41. 1-65 now of inflation, we still get the miles to a gallon, we're getwould need "3-R" work: needs a lot of 3-R work, but our same amount of tax. But at the ting less funding to keep our
resurfacing,
rehabilitation 3-R money is not sufficient to same time, the construction highways up than we would if
and reconstruction. Many do what needs to be done," costs for repair and building that car was getting 10 miles
Interstates, including 1-75 and Gaither said.
are going up. We don't have to the gallon," Gaither said.
1-65 in Kentucky, are
He added that the Kentucky
reaching, or passing, that Department of Transportation
point.
and Federal highway officials
Congress is now considering are studying 1-65 to determine
a bill that would include $175 which portions of the roadway
million in 3-R funds for fiscal will be eligible for 3-R funds.
MANSFIELD, OHIO — The date was Sept. 25, 1978, and the
years 1979-1980. A House staff
The work will be expensive.
Tappan, Company has an- new three-year. agreement
member admitted that that The Interstate system, when
nounced ratification of a new covers the term Sept. 26, 1978
may not be enough money to designed, was supposed to
labor' agreement with em- through Sept. 25,1981.
do what's needed but added, cost $37.5 billion. When it is
ployees represented by Local
Tappan officials further
"We probably couldn't get finally completed, the total
158 of the Stove, Furnace and noted that there will be no
enough
money to
do cost will probably by $100
Allied Appliance Workers and other labor agreements exeverything that has to be billion. Federal highway
Local 652 of the Laborers piring with the company until
done."
people admit that 3-R funding
International Union and The 1980.
Bas Gaither, Transportation even as high as $275 million a
Anaheim
Manufacturing
The Anaheim ManufacPlanning Engineer of the year may not be enough to
Company, a division of The turing Company manufacKentucky Department of keep that system in good
Tappan Company.
tuers and markets food waste
Transportation, agrees. working order.
The agreement termination disposers under the Tappan,
O'Keefe & Merritt, Whirl-AWay and Sinkmaster brand
names.
Tappan, a diversified
manufacturer of products
used in "Serving in the Heart
of the Home," including
microwave ovens, major
kitchen appliances, unitary
heating and air conditioning
equipment, kitchen cabinets
and bathroom vanities,
operates a major gas stove
manufacturing plant in
Murray.
Earlier this month local
plant manager Thomas E.
major
Rice announced
production and personnel
increases at the local facility.
Official anticipate the total
employment at the Murray
plant to reach 1,000 persons in
the very near future.
Rice also announced a
across-the-board
voluntary
pay increase for plant
workers.

Recently P. N. Hirsch Co. has hired a new manager for
their Murray store, in the Olympic Shopping Center. Eddie Bryant, the new manager, is a graduate of Bremen
High School, Bremen, Ky., and has been with the company for about 3 years. Bryant, the former assistant
manager at the companies Central City store, said he
was happy to be in Murray and that it is a very friendly
town.

Because anyone can
print paper "money"
easily, good paper
money will be accepted
at face falue only when
issued by a government
which is in a sound,
stable condition.
Let us advise you on money matters. We're experienced in solving financial prcblems.

LANSING, Mich. — Oldsmobile's 1979 lineup is highlighted by the redesigned
Toronado,trimmer on the outside yet with more head and leg room inside.
Toronado's handling and inclement weather advantage of frontwheel drive has been
maintained in 1979. Maneuvering in tight places has been made easier by the use of a
new steering linkage and power steering gear. The turning diameter has been reduced
more than three feet over last year's model.

THE BUSINESS MAN'S
FRIEND
FOR ALL YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!
*Office Machines *Calculators *Desk Sets
*Complete Office Ensembles

314 Mein Street —
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-0123

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
lee Holcomb
Rhonda Kerr
Diana Milliken Kelly Burkeen
Johnny Puckett Eddie Bryant
Mrs. Neale B. Mason

Mrs. Neale B. Mason, of Murray, was the lucky winner
of the hooded wicker chair given away recently at the
new Pier 1 associate store. Martha Andrus, owner of the
store, said the chair was regularly priced at $99.00. The
new store,located in the Bel-air Center,is open from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, and from 10 a.m.
to ';p.m. Saturdays.,

To serve you well, a portable electric heater should have a
therniostat. a tip-over switch, and the UL (Underwriters'
Laboratoris)-approval
Thiztri you-staould use the heater economically. That
is, only wen really needed To run one of these small
heaters futiblast, full time will skyrocket your electric bill:You'll also want to use it safely by keeping it away
from anything that will burn.
To help you buy and use this appliance wisely, see us
for a free dopy of The Portable Electric Space Heater.
It'll help you keep from being burned when alLsfil
wanted wa'sa little heat.

TNE BEST PROTECTION

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation

*LIFE INSURANCE
*FIRE INSURANCE
* AUTO INSURANCE

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU

RAT T. BROACH
R. TERRY BROACII
153-1703
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Looking Back

Jerry*
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10 Years Ago
The current term of Calloway County
Circuit Court with Judge James M.
Lassiter presiding will be completed on
Oct. 1.
Fred Schultz, superintendent of the
Murray City Schools, spoke on the
status of the local city school system at

the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club house.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva B. Thompson are
today observing their 50th wedding
anniversary.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Burton.
Nick Terhune, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Russell Terhune, has enrolled at the
Vanderbilt University Medical School,
Nashville, Tenn.
Lana Beth Taylor, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ira B. Taylor, is a student at
Freed-Hardesnan College, Henderson,
Tenn.

Births reported include a boy,
Charles Kelly, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Rob Adams on Sept. 20.
New officers of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star installed at the last meeting were Inez
Scarbrough, Alton Ellis, Agnes Fair,
Belva_ Dill, Nettie Klapp, Urbena
Koenen, Jean Weeks, Frances Chur-

chill, Eula Mae Doherty, Dorothy
Boone, Ora Lee Farris, Ruby Roberts,
Mildred Bell, Verna Roberts, June
Crider, Louise Morgan, and Norman
Klapp.
A Fiddlers Contest will be held at
Faxon School on Oct. 4. This will be
sponsored by the Mothers Club.

military service, according to Mary
Neale, secretary of the local draft
board.
Magidoff,
Moscow
Robert
correspondent for NBC before his
sudden expulsion from the Russian
capitol early this spring, will be principal speaker at the meeting of the
First District Education Association at
Murray State College on Oct. 8.

-- Miss Janet Farmer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Farmer, was married to
Hughes Giles, son of Mrs. Ruth Giles,
on Sept. 25 at the home of the bride's
parents.
James M. Overcast of Hazel is a
student at the University of Mississippi.
Gun shells are advertised at $1.55 per
box and up in the U-Tote-Em Grocery
ad this week.

20 Years Ago
Severe fire damage to the interior of
the home of Pete Farley on Olive Street
occurred yesterday, according to Fire
Chief Flavil Robertson.
Deaths reported include John V.
Pierce, age 65.
Rally Day will be held Oct. 5 at the
First Methodist Church, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Paul T. Lyles.

30 Years Ago

Will the frame fit ?
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Washington Today

Push For Camp David Method
WASHINGTON (AP) — Suddenly,
people with a project to push are
clamoring to get it the Camp David
treatment.
•
It may point to a new way of doing
political business.
The latest request came from Rep.
John Conyers Jr., a Michigan
Democrat who walked out of a White
House meeting between President
Carter and the Congressional Black
Caucus after saying the administration
is not doing enough to promote full
employment.
Conyers and his colleagues want the
White House to push for swift adoption
of a bill that would set as anational goal
the reduction of unemployment to no

more Lian 4 percent within four years.
White House officials say Conyers
proposed a meeting at Camp David to
put pressure on congressional leaders
for action on several bills, particularly
the jobs bill.
Conyers' associates say he wasn't
necessarily seeking a return to the
presidential retreat in the Maryland
mountains,site of the 13-day summit on
the Middle East but, rather, was
suggesting
"Camp David style"
meeting to give the legislation a push.
Carter said that would not be appropriate, and after some argument
about the blame for inaction on the full
employment bill, Conyers walked out.
It's starting to appear that Carter has

Echoes From The Past 1k Judy ‘Iauoin
1.4 Column
liistorical and genealogical
anecthitei stories and family notes.#

Exploration Of West
Kentucky Continued
A short distance downstream they
came to another Chickamauga town,
the occupants of which likewise tried to
lure them to shore. Instead, the boats
kept close to the opposite bank, and
were fired on and one man killed by a
party of savages in ambush there.
Soon after this, the most serious
tragedy of the expedition occurred.
Smallpox having broken out on one of
the larger flatboats containing a party
of 2Z men, women and children, it had
been agreed that this boat was to keep
:to the rear of the others. The indians,
Seeing its position of isolation, set out in
canoes, boarded it, and killed or captured everyone on board. The swiftness
.and strength of the current prevented
.the other boats from turning back to the
rescue.
As the party approached the dreaded
"Narrows" of the Tennessee River,
they thought that they had at last
shaken off the savages. Here one of the
towed canoes upset and the entire
company- landed to walk back and help
its owner retrieve his goods from the
water, whereupon the indians, who had
witnessed the affair from hiding places
appeared on the high bluffs above them
and began firing down on the party. ,
Of course the whites quickly made for
--their boats and pushed off, but not
before some were wounded. A fearless
girl named Nancy Gower, seeing that
the crew of her lather's boat was
disorganized, with fear, took the helm
and steered the boat through the fire of
the savages. A ball went through her
thigh, but it was not known that she was
wounded untilthe party had left the
enemy far behind. Then her mother
happened to notice the blood from her
wound soaking through her clothing.
During this same attack, a boat
-;owned by a man named Jonathan
;;Jennings struck a hidden rock, and
::since the current made it impossible for
::lhe other boats to turn about, they gave
*him up to his fate, for the indians,
seeing the others escaping turned their
entire attention to the Jennings boat.
.Jennings, an extraordinarily good
marksman, returned their fire, at the
same time directing his young son,
another young man and a negro man
and woman to throw goods into the
nver, to lighten the boat. Instead of
obeying. young Jennings and the other
‘
boy and negro, with cowardice rare
on
;
- -the.-tnisilic,„_ jumped overboard and
atteriipted—towe—iiiiiPe by swimming
ashore; The negro was killed in the
water and the two white boys captured.
In the meantime, Mrs.,Jennings, the
negro woman and Mrs. Payton, whose
baby was only 18 hours old, worked
frantically to free the boat, under the
heavy fire of the savages. They finally
succeeded in pushing it off the rock,

though Mrs. Jennings lost her footing
and nearly drowned in the attempt.
Though their clothes were riddled by
jaullets, they miraculously escaped
serious injury, but the poor baby was
killed in the confusion attendant on the
attack.
After this, the expedition had only one
more fight with the indians and they
finally reached Muscle Shoals, where
they were very disappointed to find no
sign from Col. Robertson who was to
meet them there. / The bitter winter
weather had prevented his coming
There was nothing to do but 'Continue
the journey by water.
On March 20, the boats reached the
Ohio River, where they landed on the
lower point, near the present site of
Paducah. Here they were thrown into
new consternation, for the river was at
spring flood stage, and anyone who has
seen the Ohio on the rampage can
realize how it must have looked to these
weary travelers, whose boats were
made for floating downstream, not for
breasting a viciously strong current.
Some of the party flatly refused to try
it, declartng that they could never
make it, .and these, after bidding
farewell Ha their friends and comrades
In so many past perils; set out for
Natchez, or for the Illinois country.
Among these were the daughter and
son-in-law of Donelson, who after this,
never saw the older members of the
family again. Verily, partings were
final among the pioneers.
The party was fortunate in not running into any Shawnees, for these indians usually infested the country
around the site of Paducah. They had
other troubles, however, for their
provisions were almost gone and they
were not far from actual starvation.
The next day, March 21, they'*1 out
up the Ohio, but were so weak from
hunger and general weariness that they
made little headway. They camped for
the night on the south bank of the Ohio.
On the 24th, at about 3 in the afternoon, they came to the mouth of a
river which Donelson thought to be the
Cumberland. Some of the men said it
couldn't be, as it was too small, but
Donelson, who had never heard of any
river between the mouth of the Tennessee and the Cumberland, insisted
that it must be the latter, so they
pushad.--op it-ait-way &edam/upped
for the night. Mkt - leaving the Ohio,
Donelson had rigged a small square sail
on his boat, from which he derived
great help.
Next week, we will continue Mrs
Lawrence's account of John Donelson
and his party's early explorations of
western Kentucky.

done for Camp David what Lyndon B.
Johnson did for the telephone as a tool
— or weapon — of political persuasion.
Johnson always was on the phone,
cajoling, reasoning, arguing, instructing, ordering.
The habit dated froth his days as
Senate majority leader. By one ac:,•ount, probably apocryphal, Johnson
boasted so much about his use of the
mobile telephone in his limousine that
Senate Republican Leader Everett M.
Dirksen got envious.
So Dirksen had a phone installed in
his car, too, and telephoned LBJ's
limousine. They talked briefly, until
Johnson said he had to hang up because
his other phone was ringing.
Now, it seems, Camp David, or at
least the Camp David style, offers new
options for the Carter treatment.
Unless there's something in the water
or the mountain air that leads people to
come to terms, the keyto Camp David
style success may be the duration of the
encampment.
But the president can hardly fly off to
Camp David for a week or two every
time there's an issue to be resolved.
Perhaps he could blend the Johnson
treatment with his own, send opposing
factions to Camp David, get them
started, and then telephone every now
and then to push for an agreement.
Telling people to go and work out
their differences is one thing Inviting
them to a summit conference is
another.
All the White House has to do is label
every meeting a summit meeting.

Miss Anna Lou Steely, daughter of
Mrs. Leland Steely, was named 1948
Farm Bureau Queen in the contest held
yesterday at the County Extension
Office. Second place went to ?Aim
Loretta Eldridge, daughter of Mrs Otis
Eldridge.
From a total of 954 who registered for
the peacetime draft in Calloway
County, only 279 are eligible for

40 Years Ago
Calloway County's first turtle derby
with approximately 60 turtles in
competition will take place tonight at
Lynn Grove High School. The event will
be sponsored by the Future Farmers of
America chapter of the school.
Deaths reported this week include
Eston (Pet) Morgan, age 31, Mrs.
Nettie Outland, age 74, R. L. Paschall,
age 78, Mrs. Everett Outland, age 74,
Mrs Frocie Ethel Boggess, age 52, Mrs.
Melissa Cochran, John R. Holland,Miss
Inez Lonia Cathcart, age 18, J. B.
Hendricks, age 63, and Mrs. Constance
Lester.

Postmaster H. T. Waldrop is congirl to Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bogard, a
ducting a series of lectures discussing
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ray on Sept.
the classification of mail and promoting
25, a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Clyde Roberts
National Letter Writing Week, Oct. 2-8,
on Sept. 25, and a girl to Mr.,and Mrs 0.
at the various high schools of the
T. Rayburn on Sept. 25.
county.
Marriages announced this week
Hiram Tucker has been appointed as
include Miss Juanita Hollanp to Earl
district supervisor in District One of the
Lee on Sept. 24.
Department of Welfare by Gov. A. B.
In football games Murray High beat
Chandler.
Dawson Springs 13 to 7 and Douglas
toren Adams, Arthur L Bailey, Ed
High beat Mayfield 6 to 0.
Frank Kirk, Robert L. Smith, and
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
George M. Baker are new members of
---Black-Heads" starring Stan Laurel
the Murray Rotary Club.
and Oliver Hardy.
Births reported this week include a

50 Years Ago
The big Calloway County Jersey
Cattle Show will be held at the tobacco
barns near the railroad Oct. 5 and 6,
according to County Agent P. H.
Wilson.
Mayor T. H. Stokes has been elected
vice-president of the state division from
kentucky of the American Bankers
Association.
Deaths reported this week include
Willie Mae Henson, age 12, John Hall,
age 76, Mrs. Emily Frances Coursey,

age 66,-and William Harding Fox.
Murray's new hotel, located at Sixth
and Main Streets, will be open to the
public in about another week.
Senator Alben W. Barkley spoke to a
packed court room at the Calloway
County Court House on Sept. 25. He was
introduced by Judge E. P. Phillips.
Cullen Forest had his house and
buggy stolen from near the court
square on Saturday. They were found
two days later near Big Sandy, Tenn.

G. M. Potts was honored at a dinner
on Sept. 23 in celebration of his 61st
birthday.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs.' John Hughes, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Hierbert Fart-is, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs 0. H. Austin.
Dr. E. D. Covington is taking a post
graduate course at Chicago,
Men's fall suits are advertised at
824.50 each in the ad for Graham &
Jackson this week.

DID= HEAR TIE ONE ABOUT ME NEWSPAPER REPAIRMAN?
_
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Bible Thought
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As he was praying in a certain place,
when be had ceased, one of his disciples
said unto him."Lord teach us to pray."
— Luke 11:1.
Many of us have more know-bowin
this area than we exercise! This is one
function we best learn by doing.
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You Wouldn't. Because The Murray Ledger & Times is
maintenance free. It doesn't require antennas. Picture
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But while being uncomplicated The Milera Ledger- &
Times is pretty darn sophisticated. It delivers,Anore news,
weather and sports than any TV set on the,market. And if
that's not enough you can read stock market reports, movie
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I was lucky enough to get a
lure wet on Crooked Creek
during the bass research
tourney last weekend and
almost got skunked. I boated
one bass and lost three others.
All were small but we were
supposed to bring in all that
we caught so I did.
I was also lucky enough to
witness a fisherman walking
on air, for a short distance
anyway. As I worked my boat
around a point of land . I
became aware of another boat
coming from the other side of
the same point. We were all
casting and then this robust,
burly type fisherman in the
other boat, stood up walked to
the bow and started walking in
the air over the side of the
boat. He bellowed once, just a
split second before he hit the
water. Now, what he said
when he surfaced is not
printable so you can believe it
when I say his partner looked
away before laughing. I
believe they said the boat hitt
stump or something, right, L.
J.?
I was really surprised at the
weigh-in because fourteen
fishermen caught an embarrasing total of forty seven
bass in five hours. Mats forty
seven bass in seventy man
hours of fishing, not too good
in my opinion. Maybe we can
find the reason when the study
is completed.
Back on Kentucky_Lake,the
bass were doirlg---tyhc

s

Improving Habitats
By John Wilson
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and the camp area was much
FOUR WHEELING
improved from last year. The
By Hemp Brooks Jr.
It was p great weekend! One folks down at I.131, have been
of those lazy, crazy times getting with it. Ray Sims and
when everything seems to go Al Leslie rolled in just behind
just perfect and folks just sort us. And the search for
of let their hair down and turn firewood began. This weekend
into the kind of people they was barbecue four wheeler
really are; but can't be very style.
often because they stay so
Take the world's largest
very busy.
rotisserizer
to
my
The Twin Lakes Four knowledge) - it's over eight
Wheelers went camping last feet long and the electric
weekend. Over on the nor- motor has a gear reduction of
A DOUBLE LIMIT — Two Murray fishermen each caught
theast corner of Land Between better than two thousand to
their limit in bass on Lake Barkley Sept. 24. Shown are
the Lakes at Camp Energy. one. Mount a fat billy goat and
Frank English, left, and Ken Bucy, both of Murray. The
Things went about normal at half a pretty good sized hog.
largest fish weighed in at 5 lbs. and 10 or. All the fish were
our place before departure for Wrap it up with fence wire and
taken in shallow water on a Heddon Climax spinnerbait
the weekend. At the last wire it on. Throw a few logs in
and a Heddon Chugger Spook.
minute the dear wife decided the fire. And watch it cook for
to reseal the roof of the motor twenty-four hours. Samples
home in anticipation of the are permitted but you have to
usual rain. It leaks slightly be careful.
since the two hundred and
The "chef'-Junior Pittman
sixty pounds of yours truly - has a five gallon bucket full
stomped around up there of barbecue sauce and he
installing the new air con- applies it to the hog and goat
ditioner. (The old one conked by a sirinch paint brush wired
to a mop handle. He also
out on the last trip.)
The water system worked applies it to any wandering
without a leak. Amazing! hands seeking a sample of the
Everything seemed to be in goodies. Ask Sonny Hooks. Or
tiptop shape. At the last Sharon Teckenbrock.
Shoot the bull. Cook the
moment the refrigerator went
on the blink. That Sill, ed for a goat. Gather round the fire for
substitution of the ice chests,a it was cool. Relax. That's what
la earlier camping days. We Friday night was all about.
Saturday morning was
are about convinced that the
only thing with more pleasant. A lazy breakfast.
TWO WITHIN. MINUTES — Ronnie Fox of Bellmont
headaches than a house to Kids running, shouting,
Street in Murray is shown with two bucks he shot with a
keep up, is a house on wheels screaming, playing, doing
bow in Hen'ry County, Tenn., during a hunt Saturday, Sept.
things that horrify mamas and
to keep up.
23. Fox shot the eight pointer and button buck only a
Friday afternoon the make daddies smile. Charlie
feW minutes apart off the same stand. He shot the deer
youngest son and I hitched up and Mary Marlette arrive in
during opening day in Tennessee.
"RED-E-NUFF Runt" (the the brand new store bought
little jeep) to the back end of Scout. Just in time for the
the rolling house and off we great softball game. Extra
went. Mom stayed behind to innings no less. Lots of fun.
Hot dogs for lunch or a hot
pick up the other son and his
friend when school let out. billy goat sandwich if Junior
Everything was on board isn't looking.
Saturday afternoon. Turkey
except the two dogs. And they
would have been if Mom had Creek. Red-E-Nuff Runt (the
more important to provide group, landowner, club or not threatened a total boycott jeep) challenges the "Snout."
additional food and cover for individual can obtain ad- if they went. Scratch the dogs. That's four wheeler for Scout.
Things went fine. We only Mud. Stinking gooey slimey
wildlife.
We hope this ditional details on this
program's major benefit will program by writing Jimmy - met four tractor trailers on slippery mud. Three feet deep
Div.
be realized in the future, May,
of
Game Eggners Ferry bridge. The in places. Charles Hoke is
when these youngsters grow Management, Dept. of Fish heart beat was going boom- along for his first ride in a four
up and start managing their and Wildlife Resources, 592 boom. We sailed right into that wheeler. He wants to try the
E. Main, Frankfort, KY big old hill on the far side. The pond. We do. So does the
own farms."
Any
interested
tired old Dodge 318 went to Scout. Then come the hills.
youth 40601.
work. Thirty
feet
of Little ones. Big ones.
motorhome
and
three President's hill. And finally
thousand 'pounds of jeep Woodpecker Hill. The Scout
behind calls for work. I quit climbs it. The jeep spins out.
Again. The automatic
counting the downshifts. The
For preregistration or son had noticed four • and the Cranny unshifts itself from
The 26-mile Fort Henry
Hiking Trails system, located additional information contact thing only has a three speed forward to nothing nearly at
in the south end of Land Hike Day, Recreation Ser- transmission. Somewhere the top. Help! Backward we
Between The Lakes near vices Section, TVA, Land about half way up the hill he go at twenty miles per hour.
Dover, Tennessee, will be the Between The Lakes, Golden observed that maybe we ought Seems like two hundred. Miss
42231. to stop and let the motorhome a sapling by almost a quarter
site of a fall hike day Satur- Pond, Kentucky
telephone (502)9244302, ex- rest. But we made it. Holding inch. Like riding a roller
day, October 7, 1978.
a steady gait of three and coaster backwards. Scary!
This historical trail com- tension 224.
seven-eights miles per hour as Sweat pops out. Open the
memorates the battles of Fort
we rested the hill. Leading a glove box. Turn the magic
Henry and Fort Donelson
pack of thirty-seven cars and black button. Green light on
during the Civil War.
dash glows - EMERGENCY
one bicycle.
Designated as a national
We made it to the camp; DRIVE. Friend, when a Snout
recreation trail in October
picked out a site: and levelled climbs a hill and a jeep
1976, the Fort Henry Hiking
it up. The weather was great doesn't: Well now that is just
Trails system traces, where
possible, the route of General
East Calloway County 00000001 lllll W11111111111lllllll1111lllllllll1111lllllllllllll 1 llllll11111lllllllllll
1 llllllllllll 11111111
Ulysses S. Grant's troop Elementary School PTC will
movements from Fort Henry sponsor a turkey shoot
to Fort Donelson.
Saturday, Oct. 7 and again
Registration for the hike Sunday, Oct. 8 at Jackson
will be at the Fort Henry Purchase
-Club
Parking lot from 7:00 a.m. to headquarters on Ky. 121.
10:30 a.m. No fee will be
According to a spokesman.
charged.
a trap set will be in operation
Groups are asked to fur- for beginners as well as the
nished their own guides or normal traps for experienced
qualified leaders. Emergency shooters.
aid will be available.
Assorted prizes will be ofThe Vort Henry Hiking Tral fered. The shoot Saturday,
patch will be sold at the Oct. 7 begins at 8 a.m. and
registration desk for $1.50. continues until dusk while the
Other patches may be pur- shoot the following day
is
Hwy.641 North
753-6448
chased and range in cost from slated to begin at 1 p.m. and
misimm•••••ffirn.,,,,,,inummomemmiilllllnutllllllllllllll ulllllinunittotiplir
75 cents to $1.
continue until dusk.

wanted. They hit fairly good
all day long both Friday and
Saturday.
I found the fish feeding on
small schools of shad that
were in shallow water. They
held suspended and really
blasted the lures we were
using. It was a real switch but
it worked. We used real light
action rods and light weight
line to take fifteen-twenty bass
each day.
I had some small Cordell
lures that I used in Alabama
for the spotted bass so we tried
them here and bingo!
I think it takes more concentration to fish with light
tackle because you can pop
that light line so quick. I was
raised with the practice of
playing with a fish after you
get it into the boat so I have
lost my share by being in a
hurry with light tackle.
If you plan to fish this
weekend you might try the
shallow (two and three feet)
water about halfway into thew,
coves. I am not sure of the
water level now but a lot of
structure was visible last
week. Some of the brush or
stumps will never hold bass sot
when you find one that does
remember it well, especially if
it is a big bass that was there.
They use established holding
spots just like wild game does.
Take a youngster fishing
soon and show what real
gsplosive action is off the
screen.;fIAPPY FISHING

d this week
tlanp to Earl

.ay High beat
and Douglas
D.
)1 Theatre is
Stan Laurel

A Great Weekend!!!

Fishing Line

September marks both the
start of a new school year
and time to begin thinking
seriously about fall plantings
of wildlife food and cover
plots.
Although these two facets
of fall seem unrelated, they
are not to Jimmy May, a
wildlife biologist with the
Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
May's primary job is to
interest youth groups in
wildlife habitat improvement
projects, to find landowners
willing to let the groups do
some wildlife work on an
odd acre or two and to give
technical
guidance
and
advice.
Now is the time these
groups need to get together
and start planning their
projects, May says, if they
want to have time for fall
plantings of such wildlife
foods as clover or winter
wheat.
This program, which is
now entering its second full
--Season ( it was initiated in
January, 1977) continues to
progress and receive increasing interest from youth
groups, May says. His most
active participants are 4-H
and FFA chapters, since
they are farm oriented and
usually have no problem
finding lands on which to
carry
out
wildlife
management practices.
it May welcomes any
group — from 6th grade
through high sthool — which
has "an interest in wildlife

and a desire to learn wildlife
management by actually
doing some. (A limited
amount of money (from $5
to $250) is available to
reimburse the youth group
for such items as seed,
fertilizer, lime, soil tests or
fencing.)
May would also like to
hear from farm owners who
can spare an acre or two,
since he sometimes has
groups with no place to
work. He emphasizes that
almost all farms have a few
corners, a field border or
other spots not suitable for
crops or pasture which could
be planted (or sometimes
just fenced and let alone) to
benefit
wildlife.
Many
sportsman's clubs also own
land that could be managed
for wildlife, May says, and
he would like to hear
'
,from
them as well.
Although
most habitat
improvement projects are
aimed specifically at farm
game species, such as quail,
rabbits and doves, May
points out that food plots,
tall grass areas and fence
row plantings also benefit.
many desirable non-game
species such as song birds
and insect-eating birds.
Another major aim of the
program is to introduce
young people — particularly
those who will be our future
landowners — to the needs
of wildlife and to the
techniques for meeting these
modern
Many
needs."
agricultural practices reduce
wildlife habitat," May says,
"so it's becoming more and

suisomsosseetemmummommett0000000000000ennq

Fall Hike Day

Turkey Shoot Set
By East Calloway
October 7 And 8

Sunday morning. Not a soul
stirs until nine o'clock. Real
sleeping weather. And a time
set aside for a devotional and
meditation in a setting of
natural magnificence. The
living of one's life has its ups
and downs. The past weekend
for us, was one of the highs.
Beautiful moments to be
stored up and remembered for
a long long time. No rain, no
need for air conditioning. Just
a lazy, crazy weekend in the
grand tradition of fourwheelers.
I guess I had better go and
try to talk the wife into
washing "her" jeep. HAPPY
FOUR WHEELING.

How They're Biting
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — slowly, two feet below pool
Cool nights are lowering and 78.
Rough River — Crappie fair
surface water temperatures
on Kentucky waters and to good over submerged cover
fishing
pressure
is and around stickups, black
bass slow to fair on artificial
diminishing.
The rundown,from the state nightcrawlers at night and
Department of Fish and crank baits during day off
points, over dropoffs and in
Wildlife Resources:
Cumberland — Crappie fair timbered coves, clear, failing,
to good still and drift fishing three feet below pool and 7'7:Barkley — Black bass fair
minnows over deep cover,
black bass fair to good on and improving on surface
lower lake casting surface lures, spinner baits and •arlures, deep runners and tificial nghtcrawlers in inlets
spinner baits in inlets and and bays, crappie fair over
bays and over dropoffs and by submerged cover in inlets and
still fishing small crawfish off bays, in tailwaters catfish and
rocky points, white bass fair sauger fair, clear, stable, four
on plunker and fly com- feet below pool and 78.
Kentucky — Sauger slow
bination in the jumps and with
black bass and walleye still and drift fishing minnows
trolling deep runners off and trolling deep runners over
points, in tailwaters, trout ridge tops, crappie slow still
good with some limits, clear, and drift fishing minnows over
cover
and
falling, 31 feet 'below tim- submerged
dropoffs, in tailwaters, sauger
berline and 77.
Green — Crappie good over fair, catfish slow, clear,
submerged cover, black bass stable, four feet below pool
fair to good on surface lures and 77.
Barren — Crappie fair to
and artificial nightcrawlers
off points and over dropoffs, good still and drift fishing
minnows
over
channel
clear, stable at pool and 78.
Herrington — Black bass dropoffs, black bass slow on
fair to good on surface lures crank baits off points and deep
early and late off points and banks, in tailwaters trout fair,
deep banks and on artificial clear to murky, stable at pool
nightcrawlers at night off and 76.
shallow banks, crappie fair
over subfnerged cover, clear, Energy is a valuable resource and so
are your recreation dollars. So
stable, three feet below pool Mercury outboards' test dnvers
have passed along a few fueland 76.
Laurel — Trout good at conserving tips that can add up to
sizable savings. Start
checking
night still fishing worms and the fuel system in your by
boat. Make
nightcrawlers off deep points sure that all fuel line fittings are
and banks, black bass slow on tight and dnp-free. The carburetor
should be seated firmly and
the
surface lures, spinner baits off gasket leaks, have it replaced.ifThe
deep banks and over dropoffs, fuel filter should be doing its job efclear, falling slowly, nine feet fectively without unduly holding
back the supply. Also keep a clean
below power pool and 76.
bottom. This lessens the effect of
Buckhorn — Bluegill good underwater drag on the boat. Salton flyrod poppers- and by still water boaters are reminded that a
well-brushed bottom surface, free
fishing worms and crickets off of marine organisms,
has more go
shallow banks, black bass and handles better besides. And
finally,
remember that the skipper
slow and improving on surface
who maintains a steady hand on the
lures and crank baits in inlets throttle, and charts
a true course,
and bays, in tailwaters trout sets a shining example for the rest of
good, clear to murky, falling the boating public.

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thrill Sat49 til 9
Sunday 1-6

;

Shipwash

Thornton
Body
Shop

portsmen:

Boat 'N' Motor
Outboard L Stern Drive Service
203 E. Main

759-1872

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And

We Sell_

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Colchsater Rd. Murray, Ky.

TEAMSi Owl
/ Mmts

753-7404
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Sp•cializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N. 4th
In The Jackson Purchase
75.341,'9

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

•

Murray Home & Auto

•

BUCKS BODY SHOP

)or Mt
the Vort,

Outdoor Sportsman ,
:

Hooks Wheel Alignment

rigim

•
•

:
.,
i

Accessories

and

TIDECROFT

A1114.41.04

We Appre-iate Your Business''

y Jr.,
Mgr.

about as emergency as you
can get. Up and over we go.
Stop on top. Regain cool.
Switch off emergency drive.
Look at Scout. And Jeep. Both
of the rigs are filthy enough to
be run off at gunpoint from a
car wash. The wives are really
going to be proud of us.
Saturday night. Forty-two
mouths at the table. Ladies a
little bit shy of barbecued billy
goat. It's good though. And so
is the pork. With all the
trimmings. Including the
hottest hot sauce this side of
Mexico city. A drop of it would
burn a hole in an oak log. Ask
Pete Galloway. Or Bobby. Or
me. Wow! Was it ever hot! A
wonderful occasion.

Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Serv

i(11:bar*
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•
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900 Sycamore

753-5142

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Blocked Punt Decisive In 18-6 Caldwell Victory

Tigers Cop 5th Straight

loch Jones (76)

Thomas Kendall (21)-aid another Tiger walk to a huddle after

dropping Caldwell's Jason Dyer Friday

at Ty

Holland Stadium. Caldwell won the district encounter 18-6,

Red Sox Backed Up Against
The Wall As Season Ending
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer _ The days are dwindling
down to a precious few for the
Boston RecISox.
"There's only one thing we
can do," says Boston Manager
Don Zimmer."We just have to
go out and win the next two
days and hope that Cleveland
can take at least one game
from New York."
The Red Sox have their
backs to the proverbial wall —
in this case, the "Green
Monster" at Fenway Park —
and must connect this
weekend against the Toronto
Blue Jays to keep their hopes
alive in the American League
East race.
The Red Sox stayed on the
heels of the pacesetting
Yankees with an 11-0 victory
over the Blue Jays Friday
night. That kept Boston a
game behind the Yankees,
who defeated the Cleveland
Indians 3-1

Elsewhere in the AMefican
League, the Kansas City
Royals blanked the Minnesota
Twins 4-0; the Detroit .Tigers
edged the Baltimore Orioles 32; the Milwaukee Brewers
turned back the Oakland A's 31; the Chicago White Sox
outscored the California
Angels 9-6 and the Texas
Rangers walloped the Seattle
Mariners 11-4.
Jim Rice became the
.American League's first
slugger to reached 400 total
bases in a season since Joe
DiMaggio in 1937 and relief
specialist Bob Stanley allowed
Just two hits in seven innings
in an unusual start for Boston.
Yankees 3,Indians 1
Thurman Munson, Reggie
Jackson and Lou Piniella
delivered consecutive runscoring singles in the eighth
inning to rally New York past
Cleveland. The Indians had
broken a scoreless tie in the
top of the inning, nicking Jim

Baseball Standings
Baseball Al A Glance
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
L
Pet GB
W
Philadelphia
*24
W 71
Pittsburgh
/ V 72
.617
Chicago
711
4*2 11
Montreal
75 X
419 14
St Lows
CS 31
U 97
New York
406 24
115 95

wear
s-less Angeles
IN
14 116
Cincinnati
SU
3'o
90 1111
San Francisco
99 71
.556
5
San Diego
77
519 11
Houston
.00 22
72 U
Atlanta
0 91
431
25
a-clinched division title
Friday's Ganes
New York 1-4, Chicago 2-6
Pittsburgh 5-2, Philadelphia 4-1
Cincinnati 7. Atlanta 2
San F random 2, a•anion 1
Montreal 7,It. Louis 6
San DitiP; 3, Las Angeles 1
biluediey's Games
Philadelphie ;larch 104, at Pittsburgh
illiabandi 144)
NOW York (Barenguer 0-21 at Chirago
(lamp 7-15i
Montreal rOchstieder 74i 'at St Lows
(Many 11-111
Atlanta Metro 11517 at Cincinnati
(Mositau 64.

CUSTohr
KiTC44c.N
CAN 15

CORBY'S
-2kw.FIA4154,Ai&
C Tom

boo.
r2tRAirraOhcicq —66.5

San Francisco 4Blur 114) at Houston
Dixon 6-11. .n.
Los Angeles Welcii 7-4) at San Diego
(Mora 0-1 or Shirley 1511),(a)
Say's Gases
Pluladelptua at Pittsburgh
New York at Chicago
Montreal at St Lows
Atlanta at ruin:man
San Francis
,
. at Houston
Los Angeles at San Diego
Maaday's Game
x-Pittaburgh at Cincinnati, If MCCOWN ry
END REGULAR SEASON
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet. GS
SU 'sew York
WI 62
97 63
Bolton
1
4106
50
7
Milwaukee
Ill 69
Ps
Baltimore
• 70
MA
511 13
115 75
Detroit
SI 99
433 2114
.
(leveland
Toronto
50 100
371 X%
WT
50
a-Kansas City
91 09
536
5
California
U 71
Texas
531
II
16 75
72 SI
450 19
Minnesota
Ourego
711 la
440 Ski
69 91
Oak's nd
431 ri
354 14
Seattle
56 102
a-clinched 11V1/0011
Gawps
Boston 11, Toronto 0
Detroit 3, Baltimore 2
New York 1 Cleveland 1
Kansas City 4, Minnesota 0
(hicago 11. Callfonia 6
Milwaukee 3. °aslant!!
,Texas 11, Seattle 4
Saitwilare Owe
Baltimore ;Flanagan 19-14) at Detroit
(Morris
Cleveland ; Parton 12-10) at New York
(Figueroa IPS)
Toronto (Jefferson 7151 at Boston
lEckersley 1198
Milyyp dies (Caldwell 2041 at Outland
Ilanglord 7-13i
bilarietiota Serum 94 F at Sarum City
1Bus53 1-41.10)
Clamp ratorthani 3-2 at trilttornia
Knapp 1441. n;
4Feitait Matlack 14.3 at Seattle ;Jones
0-1, .n,
Susiday's Games
Baltimore at Detroit
Cleveland at New York
Terwria at Roston
Milusaaate at Kama,(ity
Ulnae"at California
Afileteellite at Oakland
Texas rs IMMO
11:30 11100Utoil litotwoo

Beattie for the game's first
run on a twoout RBI single by
Rick Manning.
Beattie allowed four hits in
the eight innings he worked,
and then turned thelead over
to relief ace Rich Gossage,
who earned his 26th save of the
season.
Royals 4, Twins 0
Dennis Leonard pitched five
innings of two-hit ball for his
21st victory as Kansas City
beat Minnesota. The Royals,
with their third straight
American League West title
already tucked away, gave
their reserves and minor
leaguers a chance to perform.
Tigers 3, Orioles 2
Jim Slaton won his 12th
game with the help of John
Hiller's 14th save as Detroit
beat Baltimore. Baltimore's
Rich Dauer tied a major
league record for consecutive
efrorless chances by second
basemen when he handled his
418th chance without an error
in the eighth inning.
Brewers 3, A's 1
Bill Travers hurled a five-

Stove Beats
Turnbull In
Atlanta Meet
ATLANTA
Fifth-seeded
of
Betty. Stove
The
Netherlands defeated No.4
seed Wendy Turnbull of
Australia 7-5, 74 to advance to
the sernifinaLs of the $100,000
Atlanta Women's Tennis
Classic.
Second-seeded Chris Evert
to the
also advanced
semifinals by beating Zenda
Liess 6-3,6-1.
In an earlier match, topseeded Martina Navratilova
trounced Carrie Meyer 6-2, 6-3
to move into the semifinal
round.
SAN
FRANCISCO
-Unseeded Andrew Pattison of
Rhodesia upset top-seeded
Bjorn Borg in the $175,000
tennis tournament at the Cow
Palace 7-5, 24, 6-4, and
second -seeded
Vitas
Gerulaitis
defaulted
to
Adriano Panatta of Italy
because of flu.
McEnroe, seeded No. 8,
'posted a 6-1, 6-4 victory over
Kim Warwick of Australia.
Eddie Dibbs, seeded fourth,
moved into the quarter-finals
by beating Hank Pfister 7-5, 64.
Brian Teacher eliminated
sixth-seeded Sandy Mayer 6-4,
34,7-6.
Teacher will meet 10thseeded Dick Stockton in the
quarter-finaLs. Stockton won
over Sherwood Stewart 5-7, 76,6-3.

hitter to pitch Milwaukee over
Oakland. Milwaukee scored
the only runs it needed for
Travers, 12-11, in the second
on two-out, RBI. singles off
Keough, 8-15, by Don Money
and Cecil Cooper.
White Sox 9, Angels 6
Steve Trout; Eon'of former
Detroit pitchitig star Dizzy
Trout, won :his third game
without a loss' with late relief
help and Harry Chappas drove
in three runs with a pair of
sacrifice fliesaand a single to
pace Chicago over California.
Rangers 11, Mariners 4
Toby Harrah blasted a
threerun homer and Bobby
Bond drove in two runs and
stole three bases to lead Texas
over Seattle.

ver Murray

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
A touchdown in which the
offensive unit wasn't even
involved was a deciding factor
in Friday night's CaWwell
County-Murray High clash.
But the play, says Caldwell
Coach Al Giordano, was, well,
typical.
The two teams had battled
to a 6-6 tie after the first half of
play in the AA district contest,
but Caldwell forged a 12-6
advantage on its first
possession of the third
quarter.
It drove from its own 44 to
the Murray 16, where fullback
Neal Currunins scored from
there to give his team the lead.
Then came the big one - at
least in the mind of Giordano.
Murray, after taking the
kickoff following the score,
was unable to move, so Nick
Swift prepared to punt from
his 23-yard line.
He received a low snap from
center that grazed the ground,
however, and the extra splitsecond to right himself and
kick took too long. A trio of
Caldwell players smothered
the attempt. The ball skittered
toward the end zone, where
Brent Ladd,a senior defensive
end, fell on it for the game's
last touchdown and the final
18-6 margin at Ty Holland
Stadium Friday.
"I expected our•defense, if
we were going to win, to win it
for us," said Giordano."In my
mind, that block was the
turning point of the game."
Murray High Coach John
Hina refused to comment
following the contest.
The Caldwell defense
severely hampered any Tiger
offensive ideas during the
night. So aggressive was the
line, leading
defensive
Murray runner Bo Reed was
dropped for losses in his first
four attempts. He finished
with 62 yards in 18 attempts,
tops for Murray.
"Our defense is definitely
the strong point of our team,
especially our three senior
captains," said Giordano. He
was speaking of Stan Hudson,
Mark Barnes and Jim Dyer.
The three also keyed the
stampede from the line of
scrimmage that kept Murray
Rich
High quarterback
Rollins running all night.
Rollins completed 6 of 13
passes, but was sacked three
times behind the line of
scrimmage and had a pass
picked off.
Rollins' first pass — the first
play from scrimmage of the
game — nearly gave the

Tigers' a touchdown. His
aerial intended for Dave Latto
Just missed with nothing
between the receiver and the
goal line.
Rollins scored the first
touchdown of the game with 10
minutes left in the second
quarter to give the Tigers a 6-0
lead. But Caldwell tied the
game four minutes later on
Cummins' two-yard run. He
finished with game-high
statistics of 106 yards rushing
on 21 carries.
The victory keeps Caldwell
alive in the district race, and
Giordano knew that before his
team came to Murray tonight.
"We had to have this one," he
said. "Now, if we can beat
Todd Central next week, we
will have a shot at the title
when we play Mayfield."
Caldwell has already beaten
Trigg County (21-0), so it now
sports a 2-0 district mark
heading into next week's
game.
"I felt like we had the advantage over Murray with the
offensive line because of their
inexperience."
And the blocked punt? "We
always go by our scouting
reports as to whether or not to
try to go after one," Giordano
said. "And we felt like we

The kick was
could do it if the right situation extra-point tries.
the first
after
left
wide
arose."
and the Tigers
Giordano, as well as Caldwell score,
after their
Caldwell, has never lost to a wentjor two points
with no sucMurray High team. It, and he, last two scores,
now sports a 5-0 record cess at either.
Murray travels to Trigg
against the Tigers since the
Friday for another
County
teams'first meeting in 1974.
before an
The Murray loss also ex- district encounter
Tigers'.
The
13.
Oct.
date
open
tended its losing streak to four-season
their
close
then
will
defeated
Tigers
games. The
against
games
with
Reidland 16-0 in its season
Tilghopener, but have since Hopkinsville, Paducah
Central.
Todd
and
man
dropped decisions to Lake
Tiger-Tiger Statistics
Tenn., (14-6),
County,
Caldwell
Murray
10
Mayfield (35-15), Heath (20-6) First downs
43-168
37-63
H ushes-y ds
•
and Caldwell.
33
se
Yards passing
201
The game brought back Total offense
161
3-6-1
6-13-1
Passes
memories of other Caldwell('OfT.p-att-tnt
dogfights after Pun ts-a vg
2-32.0
Murray
6-33.7
I-15
Kickoff returns 3-29
touchRollins scored the first
0-0
0-0
Punt returns
down.
4-40
5-65
Penalties-yds
2-1
2-1
Murray lined up for the Fumbles-lost
Murray liallvidral
point-after kick, but was
Rushing - Bo Reed, 16-62; Thomas
whistled for offsides as Nick Kendall. 4-10; Mike Hibbard, 4-13, Brad
Wells, 1- -4; Rich Rollins, 10 -19.
Hibbard's boot split-lite-- Passing-- Ric% Rol1ins,-6-13-1 196 yaruprights. That put the ball ds).
tying — Kevin Vaughn,j
,.414
back on the eight. His second--"Robin -Roberts, 2-29; Dave I itto, 1-12;
Thomas
Kendall,
2-11.
attempt was wide right.
Kick returns - Kendall, 2-28; Reed,!Two previous games have
Punting
- Nick Swift, S166-33.2, Kenbeen decided by missed kicks
dall, 1-36.0
after touchdowns. Caldwell
14est 11iey Scored
MDR -- Rich Rollins, 1 run, luck
won the '74 and '76 games by a
failed; 10- 20, 2nd.
7-6 score, both because of
CAI. - Neal Cummins, 2 rim, kick
2nd .
missed extra-point kicks by failed;15,
Cummins, 16 run, conversion
Murray.
pass failed; 7-.24.3rd.
CAI. - Brent Ladd, recovered fusible
As a matter of fact, neither
in end zone; conversion run failed; 4:07,
score
on
managed
to
team
3rd.
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Rich Rollins (11) completed 6 of 13 passes against Caldwell last night, but the aggressive Caldwell defense led its team to on 18-6 victory at Ty Holland Stadium.

Lecture/insight Series

DICK GREGORY
Human Rights Activitist

Recording Artist

Comedian

Political Analyst

Politician

Actor

Author of 9 Books

Philosopher

Student Center
Auditorium
8 p.m.
Monday, October 2, 1978
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Pirates Sweep Doubleheader
Over PhDs On Bizarre Twists
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The extra-point kick, which has decided the outcome of two previous
games between Caldwell and Murray, wasn't a factor in
Caldwell's 18-6 win Friday at Holland Stadium. Kicking is Nick Hibbard while
Rich Rollins holds.

Coaches Can Compare Notes
When Bills And Chiefs Meet
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Mary Levy and Chuck Knox,
a couple of new coaches
working on National Football
League club rebuilding
programs, can compare notes
when the Kansas City Chiefs
and Buffalo Bills meet Sunday.
Both teams have 1-3 records
in the young season, but they
bring different dispositions

into this American Conference
game. The Chiefs are
dragging after three straight
losses including last week's 2317 overtime toughie against
defending champion Denver.
The Bills, on the other hand,
are looking up after knocking
off Baltimore 24-17 last
Sunday.
Elsewhere this weekend,
two of the three remaining
unbeatens will be on the road

Kentucky High School Scores

Cold-

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
National League East
ract tjok a bizarre twist
Friday night, and the Pittsburgh Pirates couldn't be
happier at the turn of events.
The Pirates swept a
twinight doubleheader from
the first-place Philadelphia
Phillies, winning both games
in most unusual fashion.
They won the opener 5-4
when two Philadelphia outfielders watched each other as
a fly ball fell between them,
then Garry Maddox threw the
ball away to enable Ed Ott to
score the winning run in the
ninth inning. And they took the
second game 2-1 as Phillies
reliever Warren Brusstar
balked with the bases loaded
in thE ninth.
The Pirates get their chance
today when they take on the
Phils in the third game of their
do-or-die weekend series. If
the Pirates win it and win
again Sunday, they'll travel to
Cincinnati for a makeup game
on Monday. Win that and they
win the division; lose it and
they'll face the Pills in a onegame playoff.
Philadelphia, meawtiile,
needs to win either2tbday or
Sunday to take,-the division
title. But
champagne
stayed on ice; uncorked,
Frida y-night.
In other National League
,games Friday night, the San
Diego Padres beat the Los
Angeles Dodgers 3-1, the
Cincinnati Reds defeated the
Atlanta Braves 7-2, the San
Francisco Giants edged the
Houston Astros 2-1, the
Montreal Expos topped the St.
Louis Cardinals 7-5 and the
New York Mets and Chicago
Cubs split a doubleheader, the
Mets taking the opener 3-2 and
the Cubs winn ing the nightcap
5-4Padres 3, Dodgers 1
Rollie Fingers recorded his
37th save for San Diego to tie a
National League record.
Fingers relieved starter John
D'Acquisto, 4-3, with two on
and two out in the seventh
inning and struck out Joe
Ferguson on three pitches to
end the threat.
Reds?, Braves 2
Pete Rose drove in five runs
with a three-run home run and
a two-run single for Cincinnati. He now has 197 hits for
the season in his bid to become
the first player to amass 200
hits in 10 different seasons.

Th

By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Barditown 7 Bullitt Central 5
Barren Co 46 Ohio Co 9
Belfry 40 Lawrence Co 0
Boone Co 36 Campbell Co 0
Bowling Green 26 Oboro Cath 0
Boyd.Co 14 Portsmouth Ohio 8
Boyle Co 33 Casey Co 8
Breathitt Co 44 clay Co 6
Butler Co 14 Taylor Co 7
Caldwell Co 11 Murray 6
Carroll Co 13 Maysville 12
Corbin 36 Bell Co 12
Cmnberiand 20 Knox Central 14
Dire Its 30 Coy Holmes 6
E Carter 31 Prestonsburg 17
Elkhorn City 45 Wheelwright 14
Evarta 13 Lynch 2
Fern Creek 27 Lou Seneca 0
Filming-Neon 21 Illateabunt 20
11 Campion U Trigs Co 6
Ft KIM 30 E Hardin 11
Ft Thou Highlands 3 Erlanger Lloyd 0
Falba City 41 Ballerd Me 20
Fallow Co 20 Gleams Teas 12
Gallatin 13enn U FlueSimpsen 6
Garrard Co 28 Eatlff Co 0
Glasgow 14 Tompkinrvtlie 7
Grayson Co 14 Hancock Co 0
Green Co Z Caverns 0
Greenup Co 21 Ashland 14
Harrison Co 36 Barbee Co 0
Hart Co 54 Metcalfe Co
Hestk40 Todd Central IS
illeadersao Co 12 Christina Co 7
Jeflersaidown 30 Lou Thou Jefferson 7
Ladle Co 33 Adair Co 13
Les Hairy Clay 7 Diuwilie 0
Les Tata.Creek 21. Clark Co 7
Lincoln to 30 who., Co 31
Leas Oak II Relidesd
Leen Bishop David 13 Lou Butler 7
Lim Doss 27 Los Western 19
Lou Durrett 21 Lou Westport 14

Lou Manual 39 Lou Iroquois 36
Lou Moore 21 Prvidence Ind 8
Lou St Xavier 31 Lou Atherton 0
Lou Southern 33 Lou Male 6
Lou Stuart 14 Fawdale 6
Lou Trinity 14 Lou Ballard 7
Lou Waggoner 14 Lou Eastern 13
Mclean 13 Breckiwidge Co 3
MC Napier 20 Lane Jack 12
Madison Central 13 Scott Co 7
IdadisoavlikH likighinavele
Marshall Co 14 Oben Apollo 111
Matewan WV, 27 Phelps 16
Mayfield 14 Memphis Douglas 6
Meade Co 41 Oldham Co 0
Mercer Co 16 Berea 3
Middlesboro 27 Cawood 0 .
Montgomery Co 32 Franklin Co 6
Morgan Co 26 Fairview 6
N Harchn 11 Elizabethtown 3
Nelson Co 16 LaRue Co 0
Newport 17 Dayton 0
Newport ,Cath 21 Comer 7
Nichohal Co 36 Bath Co 6
Owen Co 58 Eminence 0
Owensboro 27 Len Lafayette 7
Pikeville V Hazard
Pineville V Harlan 6
Pleasure Ridge Park 13 Lou Valley 12
Raceland 77 W Carter 0
Rich Madison 33 Harrodsburg 0
Rockcastie Co 36 Lynn Camp 8
Rowan Co 31 Henry Co 14
Russell 10 Barboursville WVa
Russell Co IS Clinton Co 8
Rassellvile 43 Crateedes Co 14
Shelby Co 17 Marian Co 13
Simon Kenton 21 Beachwood 12
Somerset 39 Lex Bryan Station 21
Trimble Co 20 Ky Country Day 14
Union Co 14 Daviess Co 13
Warren East 56 Campbellsville 0
Washington Co 14 N Boffin 7
Williamsburg 2$ Jake Tenn 22
Woodford Co 27 Jeasamine Co 30

Bowling
Standings
Diller or Dollar
Friday Morning
League

Team
W
Harpole Grocery & Hardware .11
5
M.F.A. Ins
11
5
with Pittsburgh visiting the Ky. lake Oil Co
11
5
New York Jets and Los Astro Car Wash
104a 5',
Paradise Kennels
8
8
Angeles at New Orleans. Shoemak
er Seed Co.
8
8
Washington,the other 4-0 club, McCuiston Auto & Elec.
6
10
Cars
5',2 10k,
is at home against Dallas in Key
East Y Grocery
5
11
Team No. 7
the Monday night game.
4
12
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
In other games, Houston is East V Grocery
C645
at Cleveland, San Diego visits Shoemaker Seed Co
617
McCuiston Auto& Flee
609
New England, Seattle goes to
HIGH TEAM G
(HC)
Denver, Detroit plays Green Shoemaker Seed Co 7
811
F.ast Y Grocery
783
Bay at Milwaukee, Tampa Ky
Lake Oil Co.,
770
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Bay hosts Minnesota, the New
V Grpery
1748
York- Giants play at Atlanta, East
Astr0
Wash
1731
Cincinnati goes to San M.F Ins
1625
HIGH TEAM SERIES INC)
Francisco, Oakland plays at
F.A. Ins
2201
Chicago, Baltimore is at hope. Ky. Lake Gil Co.
2198
Shoemaker Seed Co
2194
to Philadelphia and St. Louis
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
Pat Scott
visits Miami.
222'
Mona Steely
194
"I think possibly,we feel this Liz Williams
184
HIGH IND.GAME(HC)
loss more than,the other two,"
Scott
257
said Levy after the Chiefs lost Pat
Mona Steely
244
their OT,game to the Broncos. Marion Berberich
228
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
"We played so
d and with a Pat Scott
514
tremendous d dication to I.iz Williams
480
Carolyn Pyle
472
winning the game. The
'• 09CA4 IND.SERVES I He/
players playe4 their hearts La Williams
627
Pat Scott
619
out and they di n't succeed." Jeanette
Williams
602
HIGH AVERAGES
Levy termd the loss to
Carolyn Pyla
169
Denver a bitter disap- lots Smith
166
pointment. fBut we'll just Pat Scott
154
Margret Morton
154
have to pick/ourselves up and Janice
Martin
146
go after B falo. Each week, Jane McCuiston
144
Evelyn Burkeen
144
we have to continue to im- Vickie Baker
143
prove in every area and, if we Marie Clark
143
Mary Harris
142
do, success

will come our
way."
The Bills can attest to that.
After dropping three straight
under Knox, they stung
Baltimore last week, riding
the pinpoint passing of Joe
Ferguson, who took over first
place in AFC passing
statistics.
"The guys have been
working so hard that I'm glad
they
finally
got
the
satisfaction of winning," said
Knox.

The
•- Chimney
Sweeps
Shown above are Cliff and Jennifer Heegle, owners
of Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. The couple uses the clean
est, most advanced method of chimney sweeping available. Clean
chimneys are safer and more efficient than chimneys
caked with
flammable creasote, a natural product of woodburn
ing. Cliff
and Jennifer are currently available for cleaning chim
neys and
wood stoves. They also install birdscreens and chim
ney caps.
Call 759-4878.

Bowling
Standings

Team
W
1.
Peoples Bank
12', 3'-.
Gary & Mick's Used Cars
11
5
Holland Drugs
9
7
Paradise Kennels
9
7
Thurman Furniture
8
8
Murray Ins
8
8
Land Lovers
6
10
Tears, No 8
6
10
Credit Bureau of Murray
6
10
Dennison Hunt
4'-'2 11',
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Murray Ins.
817
Peoples Bank
.
791
land Lovers
724
HIGH TEAM GAME I 11C1 .
Murray Ins.
1072
Peoples Bank
1001
Holland Drugs
971
Thurman Furniture
971
HIGH TEAM SERIES ISCI
Peoples Bank
2267
Murray Ins
2225
Dennison Hunt
2046
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
Murray Ins.
2990
Peoples Bank
2907
Holland
286er
firGI IND.CAME i SC)
Jean Phillips
206
I ois Smith
201
Debbie Hopper
VI
201
GAME(Re-Jean Phillips
266
Debbie Hopper
248
Mary Harris
293
HIGH 12013. SERIFS(SC)
loss Smith
535
Wanda Brown
520
Sondra Rice
516
.Ten Phillips
510
HIGH IND.SERI1ES(HC)
Jean Phillips
690
I lnda Johnson
640
Mary Harris
620
HIGH AVERAGES
I ois Smith
177
Wanda Brown
168
Sondra Rice
161
Marge Hinman .--------------100
Mildred Hodge
154
Valarie Morris
148
Judy Hale..
147
Barbara Hendon
147
Debbie Hopper
y
148
Fthelene McCallon
/ 143

A long-term Land Bank loan may be the best
help you can hire It can be used in many
ways to make your farming operation more
efficient. and more productive. Stop in.
Let's talk about our loans...and your plans
to expand or make major improvements.

Green Holds World
AKRON, Ohio (AP) —
Hubert Green had a solid, 2shot lead and absolutely no
illusions going into today's
third round of the $300,000
World Series of Golf.
"Probably not," Green
replied when asked if his
strong, 3-under-par 67 in
Friday's second round had
made him the favorite in the
chase for a $1Q0,000 first prize,

the largest the ga)n‘offers.
"A good , betting man
wouldn't pdt any money on
me," said the skinny man with
the fast but effective swing
pat has produced a 3-underpar 137 total for two rounds.
"I'm in better shape than
when the tournament started.
That's atxt all."
Green ne tes his chances
in this prèsI4ious affair

Pinch-hitter Sam MejbAt'
run-scoring single with tie)
out in the ninth inning snapped
a 5-5 tie for Montreal. riv
Expos added an insurance piln
on an RBI single by Dave
Cash.
St. Louis had tied the score
in the eighth- Alen Garry
Templeton singled, stole
second ,and scored on Dal*
Iorg's

nes Lead
because of his relatively short
distance off the tees and th'e
vast, sprawling acres of ttie
7,180-yard South course at the
Firestone Country Club.
"The only chance I have at
all is if the course stays hard
and fast," he said. "That'll
force the big hitters to be more
accurate instead of just long
off the tee."

Nick Swift (34) lunges as Caldwell's Michael Brown carries Friday at
Ty Holland Stadium. Brown
ran for 35 yards as the Tigers topped Murray in the district contest.

Competition!
Open to boys and girls ages8 to 13.
It's football time again time for you to enter our
PP&K competition where you can test your football
skills by competing with others your own age
Winners win receive a PP&K trophy and a chance
to compete in higher levels of competition The
finals will be held at the NFC Championship game
to be played on January 7,1979

•

302 North 7th
Mayfield, Ky.

Mets held the old record of 41.
Mets 3-4,Cubs 2-5
Nino Espinosa pitched 71-3
strong innings and Doug
Flynn contributed a runscoring triple as the Mets won
the opener, but Jerry White
smacked a solo homer and
Manny Trillo and Dave Rader
drove in two runs each as the
Cubs took the nightcap.
Expos 7, Cards 5

Sign up for
the 18th annual

Magic Tri
Bowling league

Put a Land Bank loan to work on your farm

The Reds' George Foster
belted his 38th home run of the
season, a two-run shot. He
leads the NL with 117 runs
batted in.
Giants 2, Astros 1
Ed Halicki fired a sevenhitter for his first victory since
Aug. 27 as the Giants set a
major league record with
their 42nd one-run victory of
the season. The 1969 New York

Competition
To Be Held
At:

701 Main

Registration: August 18 through
October 6th.
Registration is very simple Come into our dealership with your parent or guardian to sign up
While you're here. be sure to pick up a free PP&K
Tips Book. In it you'll find tips from the pros on how
to improve your-skills and prepare for Punt, Pass
Yrck

flurrayliale School Oct. 7th

-

Parker Ford Inc.
753-5273
4,

PA
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2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

DELICIOUS BURGOO
supper, sponsored by the
Knights of Columbus of St.
Leo's Church. Sat, Sept. 30,
3 8 pm, on the church
grounds Burgoo by bowl or
gallon Public invited.

FOR SALE
litre airs prerissiereel .ea s
wife •s car. 14,000 wheal
miles by iMeised owner 1571
LTD i4441141. Pews, stowing,
wire
power birohos,
wheels, air, radial rhitornolls
plus ..as ottmi extras. Dark
blue wale 151411,4 Loader reel,
gray vetoer isterier. Priced
right for the lost of it's blot
I JOE PAT JOHNSON am no
longer resonsible for any
debts other than my own as
of September 29, 1978

Phone
355-2300

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Friday's Puzzle

oIcr
Down

ACROSS
I Halt
5 Drunkard
1 Mast
8 Disturbance
2 Story
12 Young
3 City in Russalmon
sia
13 Deface
4 Sermonize
14 Slave
15 Toward shel5 Pintail three-ter
6 Paddle
7 Sin
16 Before
17 Small
8 Casual corn
amount
ment
oi
16 Tell
9 Egyptian
-20-Division of
goddess
10 Preposition
year
22 With prefix
11 Suffix mean- 27 Most pleas39 Fes we
23 Threeing ten
40 Footless
- mg
banded •
Preposition
19
28. Man's name 41 Rockfish
armadillo
21 Every
29 Conjunction
42 Detest
Clean
24
30 Golly!
23 Collect
43 Server
27 Brisk,
stake
32
Poker
24 Spider s trap
31 The sett
44 Be defeated
35 Anger: Cot32 Floating in
45 Organs of
25 Time gone
the water
sight
by
36 Separated
33 Fish eggs
48 Cheer
26 The sun
38 G eek letter
34 Audacious11
II 9
II 7
1 1/1 3 1/1
ness
36 Peel
14
13
37 The sweetsop
17
lo
ill
38 Parent col20 21
It
log
39 Semi-preciil
ous stone
illllU
27
ill
25
sud42 Rust
denly
31 11
ill
46 Imitated
47 Period of
35
34
time
49 Other name
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Decorative
Plastic Pots
11/2 Price

lUll

PLANTLAND

M iiIii1W1
•
N
II u III

-Gift and Garden Spot
' of The lakelandsJct Rays 6$&641
5 Mt North of Benton

alUU a

Ill

Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

NOW OPEN
BONNIE'S

BEAUTY SALON
705 Chestrivt St.-Owner & Operator

Bonnie Spann
For Appt. Call
753-3863
GLASS WORK Auto glass
installed, store front work.
custom
made
picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace
Plate glass, window glass
plex-a-glass, insulated glass
and mirrors, Patio door:
repair or replace, Also sma'
home improvement work. tV
& G Complete Glass, 816
Coldwater Rd. Call 753-0180.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks Hardware
lab & Poplar
753-12V
FREE PARKING!

1

COUNTY WIDE
Trash pickup. $6.00
per month plus free
box trash bags. Starts
October 9, 1978. For information call 7532986.

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
'Weddings

WICKES BUILDING
Cd1r,11,, 522-6884

•Portraits
153-8298

PEANUTS

144E KOU
BEZ TEr
WIZ:7:Na
A PL,V, 7

MA-113E ,
(Ou COLA..1.7
BECOME ANONER
WILLiAN1 514AKE5PAW:

111A HA ROA!
t_

Change oil for $1.00
Rent. All parts at
discount.

Nate A Place To
Work This Winter Bay A

JUl El •
iiilll

Toyana
Rent-A-Bay
Call
753-4776

Swimming

regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the
day
publication.

111

ll

2. NOTICE. -

INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
5360 NET PER WK
PART-TIME Out latest program in au
Somatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
hot foods All are nationally -known brands such as
Heinz. Campbell's Hormel
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee. etc All
accounts are secured by
us in office buildings.
schools, industrial plants
and hospitals in your area
We need reliable people in
your area to service these
accounts We provide secured locations in your
area: investment guarantee, company financing,
wholesale outlets one
year factory warranty
Parts and service. you
.•rovide 8-10 hours your
choice weekly, serviceable
automobile, be ready to
start in 30 days minimum
investment. $3000 Call
Toll-Free. Phones Staffed
24 Hr Day

CE1001313
mu

szwaill

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

5
5

We now- have the'
Studio
Love
negatives. If you
hod pictures made
at Love's during the
past .25 years. we
con supply you with
prints

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
153-8298
We copy and restore old
photographs

YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE.753-6333.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lost in
ttie vacinity of 4th and Main.
Contains important papers
and identification. If found
please call 753-1919 pr 7537618.

WANTED: CASHIER clerk.
Apply in person at Uncle
Jeff's clothing department.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
A BUSINESS ready to go!
Hazel Lumber Co, complete with all stock, building and
equipment.DONALD 5'R
TUCKER REALTOR, 502
Maple, 753-4342.
IMMEDIATE OPENING !N
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no over
night travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call I.
247-6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
through Friday.
NEEDLEART
Merribee
Needleart
dealerships
available. Write C. Hudson, 3
Tandy Center, Ft. Worth,
TX. 76102, or call 817-336
3030.
RESTAURANT-. BUILDING
and
equipment,...• Good
location, Paducah, Ky.
Seating capacity is 72. Call
502,442 1745.

FOR SALE
A Speciality Store
featuring major line
exclusive to this area.
Inventory,
fixtures
and lease included in
sale. Partial Financing available to right
buyer. For further information write giving
name, address and
phone number to P.O.
Box 1014, Murray, Ky.
42071.

LOST: HOOKED wall pull on
Sept. 28. Call 753-5082 or 7535341.

11. INSTRUCTIONS

LOST: SMALL BROWN
puppy with black face, was
on lease. Lost Sept. 27 in
vicinity of Dodson Ave. Call
7594804,

INTERESTED IN making
stained glass windows?
Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 hours of
instructions, $35. West
Kentucky Glair-Works, 7531975

6. HELP WANTED
BRICK LAYERS. 10 Jour
neyman Masons for light
weight block work. Chestnut
Hill
Shopping
Center,
Murray Ky. First building
will be a K -Mart, pay 50 cents
per hour above union scale.
Call 759 4590 between 7 am
and 3:30 pm.
DELIVERY MAN, full time,
prefer older person. Apply in
person, Shirley's Garden
Center, 500 N. 4th.
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
R P. Lundy Trucking Co
Minimum
Requirments:
age 23, Tenn. chauffers
licenses, pass written and
Benefits:
tests.
road
Average pay, $340-2370
weekly, work mans corn
pensation, Blue Cross Blue
Sheik! available, Call 901-587
9502.
MATURE PERSON for 3 11
weekend shift in hospital
Typing
admitting
office.
ability required. Apply at
Personnel Office, Murray
Calloway County Hospital
An equal opportunity employer.

I

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE • 382 N. 12114
753-3263.

DON'T)

NEED 3 REAL good reliable
part time people to work in
bakery deli Call 753-9616, for
details ask for Don.
PART TIME stenographer,
salary.
Send
excellent
resume to P 0. Box 32 B.
'Murray, Ky. 42071.

2744/Bedroom suit.
KING SIZE
Call 436

-ENE-

NMI BAILEY
.4E,
IN/‘/! THAT'S
MORE LIKE

,
4114./444.44,4 4E33

EVERYBODY \
LIKES A LITTLE
ESCAPIST
READING
SOMETIME5

iTu

PART TIME, take inventory
in local store. Car necessary
Write phone number, ex
perlence to. ICC 189, Box 304,
Paramus, NJ.07652.
MACHINE
SEWING
exSewing
Operators.
perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar.
Immediate
SECRETARY
opeing for an experienced
secretary Applicant mutt
have at least 3 years of
experience.
secretarial
--Sherfflarsd- and typing _are_
essential
No other applications being taken or
considered. Contact Gene D.
Smith, VanderbilLChemical
Corp., Rt. 2 Box SA, Murray,
Ky. 42071. or call 502 753
4926.
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS
for Olen Mills Studios,
morning and evening shifts.
$2.65 an hour For personnel
interview see Ruby Grisham
at Regal 8 Motel, Tuesday,
Oct. 3, from 10 4 pm.

THIS 15
MADELYN URGROP
PRE5IDENTOFOUC2

WANTED

SOCK

I Janitor

Monday
through Friday, 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Roses Central Shopping Center.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

THE PHANTO

WANTED SAW/SITTER. In
my home afternoon shift.
Two children. Call 753 9921
after 4:30 pm.-...dmoo•poop.
A
THE PHAN TOW p DAY
IN THE CITY ,

WANTED: *OMAN to do
alterations. Apply in person
No phone calls. Murray
'Teilor Shop,/18 Main

'IF

Jt
DIANA'5
UNCLE DAVE
AT ACKEP
ANC,
„

I THOUGHT
TME JUN61.E
IN
W
SAN64LLA •
IT'S HERE

CONT'9..:VaNdFLE ors,"

1

. APPLICATIONS
are being- taken for a
division manager. Apply at Poses Central
Shopping Center. An
equal opportunity employer.

had Futilities
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s

Hodge & Son, Inc.
2105 So. 5th

100 YEAR OLD bed stead, 75
Year old clock, 100 or more
old truck. V. E. Stewark, 300
S. 13th St., Murray, Ky.
42071.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1.
443 6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zigzag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
cam be arranged, call
Martha Hopper 1-35.4-6521 or
write Rt. 5 Benton, Ky.
IS. FARM EQUIP.
FOR RENT Two 5000 bu.
grain bins. Call Leroy Todd
at 753-8943 evenings or 7539146.
FOR SALE Allis Chalmers
72, pull type combine. 1965
Dodge 1 1/2 ton truck With
small grain bed. Phone 489
2174 after 5 pm.
HORSE TRAILOR, two
hores, excellent conditon.
&all 759.4573 or 753.2248.
International
340
1966
tractor, new engine. Call 436
1744.
1974 510 MASSEY Fergerson
corn
-bine with both heads,
good condition. Must sell.
Call 1-658-3141 after 5 pm.
TWO 47' BAZOOKA 8 "
Augers, with or without
motors. Call 753-8220.
20 SPORTS EQUIP,
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite McGregor golf
irons Retail value at $315.
but will sell at $215 or best
offer. Call 759-1291 after 5
pm.

WANT TO
BUY
Cub Scout Uniforms,
caps, rrleckerchief and
slide, shirt, and belt.
Sizes 8-9-10. Send to...

Tours, Nine,
& Ours
Maple St.

OLDER HOUSE that needs
some work. Prefer close to
hospital area. Call 753 8500
after 7 pm.

3 AXLES with 8 ply tires and
tongue, drill press, VW parts,
4 wide Brute 10 x 15 inch tires
and 4 chrome 6 lug wheels
1968 Austin American Call
753,5913 after 5 pm
'TN MISIONSSMAN1 CNOK1 1041 net

[PRINTING!
111/ I

-

t•r 11•.•Ic•s5
--

102 N. 4th

753-5397

BOYS SCHOOL clothes,
coats and suits, nice, sizes 16
20 Call 753-8149 after 5 pm or
all day Sat.
21 CU. FT. FRIGIDAIRE
freezer. Good condition,$100.
Ca11901 642 1010 after 5 pm.
-WEW M AGT 17611111ed
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60.14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160
Phone: 753,7393.
NOW TAKING orders for fire
wood Call 437 4319, Jewel
Puckett

+Iirrt_rs sri rs-t
Freezers le
- Room Air
Conditioners

West Ky.
Appliance Center I

Sales & Service
441 N

'534475

REMMINGTON PL-4 16 inch
bar chain saw with case
Used very little, $135. Call 49
2595.
300 YARDS OF used carpet for sale. Catt 753 5141 or 753 •
2472
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
WSW/

, FOR
SALE
Refrigerator,
Used
$50.00 up; Used Stove,
ctric & Gas 825.00
up; Used Color Black
& White TV,$50.00 up

MURRAY
FORD TRACTOR
irk 6 Sycamore
755 4141

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
27. MOB.HOME SALES

NN1101116

TRUANT
OFFICER

FOR SALE. 30" Magic Chef
gas range. Like new, ASO.
Consider trade for electric,
call 753-7450.

22. MUSICAL
14. WANT TO BUY

1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE

NANCY
THANKS, PAL
BUT I
HAVE TO WORRY ON
SATURDAYS

f-OR vVATK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th , phone 753-3128

16. HOME FURNISHINGS

6. HELP WANTED

FOR SALE OR take over
payments. 1972 mobile home,
or rent. Call after 5 pm. 7536324.
MOBILE HOME 12 X 65,
good cond i ton, 2 BR, i/2
bath, lots of extras. Call 759.
4088,

2
TWO BR MobiW 'some, 1+,
bath, coppertone kitchen,
awl
washer
eyelevel oven,
dryer, gas and electric heat
All new carpets. Cal 759 4085
or 753-5816.
house
SMALL
THREE
trailers. Call 759.4592.
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
partly furnished, nice drapes
and carpet, air and ap
pliances. Extra nice, call 7534074 or 753.1877.
1975 12 X 60 2 BR unfurnished, all electric, like
new. See at Riveria Cts. or
call 753 3280 before 5 pm and
436-2430 after 6 pm.
1978 14 X 70 all electric, two
bedrooms, two baths. Can be
seen at Fox Meadows, B-2 or
call 436 2711 after 2 am.,
$13,700

27. MOB. HOME SALES
10 x 54 MONARCH 3 BR.
Central air and heat. Call
436-5643.
21. MOB. HOME RENTS
TRAILOR
FOR
RENT,
Brandon Dill, Dill's Trailor
Cf., Murray Drive Inn
Theatre entrance.
29. HEATING & COOLING
FOR SALE Good condition
Wonder Warm large floor
heater, $200. Call Gary'
Taylor, 753-1372 or 753-0662.
31. WANT TO RENT
YOUNG COLLEGE girl
wants a unfurnished or
partially furnished apt by
November 1, 1978. Call 1 4721016.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT ONE BR fur
nished apartment. 1414 Vine
St
3 ROOM furnished apartment, couple preferred. 400
S. 6th, Murray. Phone:
Mayfield, 1-247-1459.
THREE FEDERAL housing,
2 BR unfurnished apartments available in October.
Under the 236 program.
Inquire or call Murray
Manor LTD, Dugiud Rd., 7538668.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
2 BR HOUSE in Hardin, gas
now
Available
heat.
deposit
and
Security
references required. No pets.
One small child only. Call
437-4462.
2 BR BRICK, 1 mile S. of
Murray, furnished or unfurnished. Washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator included,
$175 monthly plus deposit
Call 753 8681.
1 BR HOUSE in Hardin.
Now. Security
Available
reference
and
deposit
pets or
No
required.
children. Call .437-4462
FOR RENT-3 or 4 BR house,
Lynn Grove, $175. monthly.
Call 753.9400.
HOUSE TO SHARE with a
mature adult woman, either
professional woman, grad.
student or faculity. Near
MSU and convenient to
downtown. Call 753-6577.
THREE BEDROOM house in
Calvert City area. $150 per
month, references. Call 1
394-4796.
36. RENT OR LEASE
SPACIOUS S. ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call
753 7405 after 5 pm.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

41111N4mmi

38. PETS-S

AKC REG
puppies, d
all shots. I
2321 or 489-

AKC
Dachshund
Call 753-585
AKC
Keeshond
champion
753-3520.

1 2 BLUE T
tan and 1/4 I
Airedale cii%
excellent c
dogs. $40
7508 after 5

BASSETT
registered,
shots, male
Can Hopkin

BEAUTII
registered
puppies. Ca
pm.

MARE IN
mule, 18 m
Call 435-433

RARE FA
Doberman I
AKC regis
fine blood
blacks. C
days or 901 -

SEVEN YE
horse mare
mule colt
753-6624.

41. PUBLI

BIG VAR
parking
House, l•
pottery etc

FLEA MA
at Mac'n /
back lot
bottles, jai
bottles,
Clothes,
items. To
through Si
Oct. 1, 9
signs.

HOUSE
Coldwater,
am. Fur
pliances.
hutch, two
chairs, rar
at Baptist
1836, secor
Call 489-211

Pf

One oft
perienc
PRESS
banite pi
CAME
tone, lin

Solar

cellent 1
experiei

Mini STORAGE
753-5646

(A1 replies

37. LIVESTOCK-SUP!.
HAVE
A
REAL
nice
Hereford bull for sale, Muley
type about 2 years old, 2
cows, 1 an extra nice mile
cow, very gentle, about 4
years old, Ayshire, lots of
milk, and another cow
Would like to place them one
farm. If interested call Paul
Crocker, 753-3315, Murray,
Ky.

HELP WANTED

lewwwwwww

Positions to be filled Coin Operator Attendants, Counter Clerks, Steam
Fillishers and Se-anis-tress. AppTrin person at:

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners

JOB-MAINTTENANCE REPAIR WORKER
Major Worker Characteristics
11 heating andair-conditioning repair
(2) , plumbing repair
(3) electrical repair
(4) carpentry and painting skills
(5) welding skills
JOB DUTIES
Replaces, repairs and maintains various plumbing equipment such as water and sewage lines.
sinks, faucets, toilets, showers and pipes; performs
installation of same.
Replace, repairs and maintains various pieces of
electrical equipment such as light fixtures, electrical outlets; switches and appliances, heating and
air-conditioning units; performs installation and
repair of fire alarms.
Repairs and replaces doors and windows; repairs
119pm _walls, furniture, door closers and locks;
installs locks and window air-conditioners.
Painting of fixtures, rooms, buildings, signs and
_
equipment„
Repairs variou&types of equipment.
SALARY -OPEN
a
CONTACT THE CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD
OF EDUCATION OFFICE AT 2110 COLLEGE
FARM ROAD or TELEPHONE 753-2033

oriA lovel,
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formali

I e most
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eaper tl
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i SALES
JARCH 3 BR
ind heat. Call
•

IE RENTS
=OR
RENT,
Dill's Trailer
, Drive Inn

ice8. COOLING
iood condition
n large floor
Call Gary2 or 753-0662.
t ENT
LLEGE girl
ifurnished or
lished apt by
978. Call 1 -472-

▪ RENT
ONE BR fur
nent. 1414 Vine
rnished apart
preferred. 400
irray. Phone:
17-1459.
1ERAL housing,
rnished apart
ble in October.
23e program.
call Murray
Dugiud Rd., 753.
FOR RENT

: in Hardin, gas
now
'liable
and
deposit
quired. No pets.
:hild only. Call
<, 1 mile S. of
-nished or un
Masher, dryer,
erator included,
y plus deposit
SE in Hardin.
Now. Security
reference
nd
or
pets
No
I 437 4462.

3 or 4 BR house,
, $175, monthly.
SHARE with a
t woman, either
woman, grad.
faculity. Near
convenient to
all 753-6577.

DROOM house in
area. $150 per
frences. Call 1
LEASE

• ACRE corner
r between hwy 90
280 near East
School. Wooded
side of lot. Cali
r 5 pm.

38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED Boxer
puppies, 6-weeks•old, have
all shots, $75 each. Call 4892321 or 489 2392.
AKC
REGISTERED
Dachshund puppies $75 each.
Call 753-5852.
AKC
REGISTERED
KeeShond puppies. Pedigree,
champion blood line. Call
753-3520.

1/2 BLUE TICK, 1/4 Black and
tan and l/4 large hunting type
Airedale puppies. Will make
excellent coon and squirrel
dogs. 540 each, phone 7537508 after 5 pm.

BEAUTIFUL
AKC
registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies. Call 753-0943 after 5
pm.

MARE IN foel, 4 month old
mule, 18 month old stallion
Call 435-4331.

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
S (alureI
7534101 753-7531

43. REAL ESTATE

45. FARMS FOR SALE

(01. Mani Amour
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph '901)479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

( le&
'rOgr,

HOUSE
HOLD sale at
Coldwater, Sat. Sept. 30, 10
am. Furniture and appliances. Must sell china
hutch, two couches and four
chairs, range, etc. Turn right
at Baptish Church on hwy.
1836, second house on right.
Call 489-2116.

t
16
z.

•

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

00!

ISN'T IT TIME you
ace facts and admitted it's harder than
you thought to sell
your own home?
There's an easier way
to do it... Dial 753-8080
and let Boyd Majors
Real Estate come to
your rescue.

Just listed, 10 acre
farm w/3 BR, 1 bath
home. Barns and other
out bldgs., completely
fenced, approx 9
miles from Murray.

0 1978 United feature Syndicate. Inc

Looven, AT THE LITTLE °REAM

HOUSE THAT- WAS WITHIN OUR
PRICE RANGE. ITINAS IN A TREE."
43. REAL ESTATE

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 1956753-5646
HIGH-LOW. High in appeal
and low in price! That best
describes this new listing
located 10 miles from
Murray near Kentucky Lake.
This home was designed with
the future in mind with an
unusual and efficient floor
plan Contact us today and be
the first to view this attractive home. Priced in the
low 20's. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.
JUST LISTED! 6 room brick
home on beautiful corner lot.
1006 Fairlane, and only
DONALD
536,500.
R
TUCKER REALTOR, 502
Ma le 753-4342.

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
6 room brick house
and 5 acres of land.

Call
436-5560

PRINTING OPPORTUNITY

rehouse

Rent
3-4758

Pr

STORAGE

GOWE PRINTING CO.
Set 0., Medina, Ohio, 44256
An. Personnel.
(Al ritertet wiN be coinislential)•

-5846

•

E P A CERTinE0

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Strtist
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Phone 753-39 I 4
/CACHES-SILVERFISH-SHRUBS

ED

.rator AtSteam
ify in per-

Just listed. 6 RM brick
home on beautiful corner lot. 1006 Fairlane,
rid only $36,500.

REDUCED $3000 for immediate sale, three bedroom
21,2 baths, two car garage,
fireplace 2400 sq. ft. on 121
North. Call 489-2727.

WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neighborhood with lovely landscaped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. This is another choice
new listing and is priced in
the low 30's. Phone us right
away!
KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

1978
YAMAHA
XS-400
special..Call 753-6809.
1973 YAMAHA 750, windjammer, saddlebags,
luggage rack, back rest and
highway bar, $700. Call .Rick
Cherry 753-6502 or 762-2786,
extention 23.

iir

rarious plumsewage lines,
tes; performs

'bus pieces of
ixtures, elect, heating and
tallation and

lows repairs
s and locks;
iers.
gs, signs and

YTY BOARD
I COLLEGE
13

Call 759-1068
For The Best In
Landscaping Calljhe Best

Agri-Products
Lawn & Garden
NWT 131 MTh 111111911111

SALE NOW GOING ON!

1972 FORD LTD Brougham,
AM-FM, stereo, power
window, air brakes and
steering,$850. Call 753-6293.

48. AUTO.SERVICE

FOR ALL YOUR Four-Wheel
drive repair, see 0. C.- 1974 GREMLIN X automatic
41. LOTS FOR SALE
Kimbro at Kimbros Garage, with air, $1075. Also a 1974
Rt. 5, Murray Ky. General Pinto automatic, $950. Call
489-2595.
TWO LARGE LEVEL lots auto repair. Call 436-5524.
13
/
4 acres in Keeniana Sub1972 MONTE CARLO, low
divison. Call 436-5525 after 5 49. USED CARS
mileage, excellent condition.
pm.
1973 BUICK LeSabre, take Call 753-8678.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
over paymets. Also a 1973
Vaga, take over payments.
40 ACRES of good land. 28 Call 753-2964.
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy. 1976 BUICK CENTURY
frontage, old house, log Landau Coupe, 21,000 actual
smoke house, many nice miles, automatic, 8 ciy.
building spots. 1 mile from power steering and brakes.
Ky. Lake, New Concord area Call 753 5469 after 5 pm.
$26,000.
Charles
B.
McCuiston 753-5124.
1969 BUICK, automatic, air,
good car,$600 Call 753-8117
604 Soirtli 12th Street
JUST LISTED! 10 acre farm
Peon'(502)753-7114
with 3 bedroom 1 bath home. 1978 BONNEVILLE, light
Kerney, Kentucky 42071
Barns
and
other
out- blue with light blue landau
buildings, completely fen- top
Power brakes and
ced, approx 9 triles from steering, AM-FM radio, two
Murray.
DONALD
R door, around 700 miles, just
TUCKER REALTOR, 502 like new. Call 901-642-7761 1971 OLDSMOBILE, good
condition, $600. Call 753-9297
Maple, 753-4342.
after 6 pm.
after 12 noon.

001100)0+
Murray
Datsun Inc.

98,
1969 OLDSMOBILE
excellent condition. Call 7536680.
Orri
.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

1978 RED FORMULA Fire
Bird, loaded with extras,4000
miles. Call 753-4984.

1971 VW VAN. Many extras,
.$1500. Call 759-1657.

ECONOMY SPECIAL.
House and 1 acre on State
Line Road near Hazet. Good
starter home and priced at
only $13,500. Just listedbetter not hesitate on this
KOPPERUDD
one!
REALTY,753-1222.
ELEGANT HOME. Brand
new listing in Canterbury
Subdivison. This
Estates
home will truly impress the
particular
home
most
hunter! Three large, large
bedrooms, formal dining
room with wood parquet
floor, outstanding storage
area including walk in closet
in master bedroom, lovely
den with fireplace and
custom made shelves. This
home truly has all the extras,
substantially
priced
and
replacement
cost.
below
Phone us today we would
this
about
you
all
tell
to
love
beaautiful home. KOPPERW3REALTY,753-1222.

1971 VOLKSWAGON. Call 1
527-8495 after 4:30 pm.

Asre.".
REDUCED FROM $45,000
TO $42,500

1200
SEAT
AM
PHITHEATRE. This is ideal
for theatre or music group
There is a dressing area off
the large stage, concession
area, lighting system, 2
additional
lots
for
developement or parking.
City water in front of theatre.
Rustic-1n design and decor
Midst
see
at
below
r615Iacement cost of $39,500
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS. 759-1707.

1959 CHEVROLET, 2 ton
Good grain bed, good condition, $1100. Call 753-9920
1977 DODGE Van,6 cylinder,
sharp. 55,200 firm. Call 759
4982.
Tradesmati
1974 DODGE
Van. Carpeted inside, whi
with red and blue strips. Ice
box, new wide tires, bucket
seats, back seat makes bed,
table, very nice. Call 436-5525
after 5 pm.

JOHN SICK REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.

1969 FORD Pickup straight
shift, $1,400. Call 759-1789
after 5 pm.
1969 KARSER JEEP DJ-5, 2
wheel drive, automatic,
6xcellent shape,26,000 actual
miles. Call 436-2372.

Cynthia Gamble 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-8567

1975 TOYOTA SR 5 sport
truck, air, topper, 36,000
miles, must Sell, make offer
Call 759.1556 after 6 pm

REALTORS

South 12th at Sy camor•
TELEPHONE 753.1051

M

r-

Pop4ar•

ton

YD-MAJ
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

QUALITY
REALTY

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

527.1468 753525

Commercial Building,
1510 Sq. Ft. like new,
condition,40 x 20 office
area, 11t2 baths, 40 x 43
shop or storage area.
Well insulated, central
gas heat, central air
condition. 2 acres of
land. Priced in the
50's. Boyd Mitjors
Real Estate, 105 N.
•12th.

MR. FARMER

Si. CAMPERS
PICKUP CAMPER top 8 ft.,
26ft. Nomad, travel trailer,
year old. Price $2000 less
than dealers price. Call
Gylen Reege1,901 247-5661.

If you need good quality Ag Lime, hauled
and stockpiled on your farm at the most
reasonable price. Call or See Roger Hudson, located 10 miles out on East 94 Hwy.
Call 753-6763 or 753-4545.

52. BOATS &MOTORS
1968 125 HP. Mercury motor,
Excellent conditon, low
hours, $875. Call 753-0609
after 5pm.
1975 OUCITA BASS boat,
1978 motor, depth finder,
must sell. Late season price.
Call 753.9349.

WILSON

clean up shop All plus 5/
1
2
acres already sowed in soy
beans. Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492114

Only $11,500 will buy this 3
bedroom fronts, one bath with
mashie storage located on'
siert lewd within 1 mile of city
limits of Kerrey.
Refit it is folks is double wide
mobil. borne, 2 births, 3
bedroom, porches end located
on lot :vital* for mold10
home perk Only 510,900
its nes

l?iS %nor

DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for
your
needs.

INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
PIANO TUNING and repair
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753
7149 after 6 pm.
excellent
ROOFING,
references.
753-1486
Call
between 7 am and 3 30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
RESPONSIBLE LADY will
babysit anytime in my home
or yours.'Cal11-901-247-5685.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1 527-1836 after 5 p.m.
WILL BABYSIT one or two
children in my home week
days. Call 753-7547.

56. FREE COLUMN
FOR ALL Your carpentry,
roofing, painting, and carpet GIVING AWAY part beagle
laying needs contact Joe and germanshepherd supEasley, 753-4908. Will do your pies. 8 weeks old Call 753
odd jobs.
9036.
F-OR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control service, call 753391e. Kelly's Termite & Pest
Control.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1-382-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky.
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-8056.

•

57. WANTED
TIMBER WANTED. We pay
top prices on standing
timber.
logs
Tie
or
veneering. Call after 5, 489
2334. Wayne Adams.
WANTED:
Names, adinformation
dresses,
regarding descendants of
Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
Calloway Co., Ky. 4-12-1873;
married, Allen Farris 1890,
died, 1924? Children believed
to be Marvin, Dollie Sharp,
Thomas, Kelly, Coveta,
Miller
Birdie. Preparing
history. Contact Jane A.
Williford,
Miller,
271
Memphis, Tn., 38112.

NOR NBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
For Hospital & Howse Calls Phone 753.4013

BARKLEY LIKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

GUY SPANN
REALTY
901 SYCAMORE STREET

INCOME PROPERTY
At 1602 Calloway, nice
duplex with carefree
aluminum siding, completely rebuilt inside &
out. There are 2 apartrn nts each with 2
bedçonis & bath. Each
apa
t has range,
disposal SE new sink,
new- carpet. A really
good piece of rental
property near MSU.

MURRAY, KY.

SPANKING NEW BRICK
Lovely 4 bedroom brick
in Westwood has a
double
garage,
economical heat pump.
2 full baths, large eat-in
kitchen, great rooms,
all carpet. You must see
this lovely home. Price
is moderate for ahorre
with so much to offer
Call us.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

REWARD!!!
Reward of $1,000 is hereby offered to any
personlocating and returning the three
diamond rings (wedding band with
diamonds, emerald cut with baguettes,
and star sapphire with diamonds)-which
were' roit or misplaced in the vicinity of
tite Holiday Inn on Sunday,September 17,
1978. There will be no questions asked
upon the return of these rings and the
reward will be paid promptly. Please call
collect 317-933-2478 or locally call 753-2633.

CEILING
INSLATIION
blown, also trailer un
derpinning. F reds Insulaton
Co. 753-4368.

HOME REPAIRS: Sp-eeit;
regular doors and
otlit
w'rt
l
floors and roofs. Als
plumbing and electricie
work. -Call 753-2501 after'4
pm.

1968 ECONOLINE Van. Call
753.0055, or 753-5690.

Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-9094
Bill Harrik,i 759-4531

CUSTOM COMBINING and
corn and soybean shelling.
Call 474-2384.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

SO. USED TRUCKS

Tired of the hustle of town, then let us show you this nice three bedroom brick, located three and
a half miles from town near the Oaks Country
Club. House has remodeled marble bath & new
carpet in the living room. It's situated on a
spacious 125x225 lot & is nicely landscaped, Only
minutes from town. No appointment necessary.
Just call when you want to see it!

753-4451

e most unique and largest selection of plan
,fountains and garden supplies in West Ky.
you want the greenest weed free lawn
-tifLtStOE
HIDEAWAY.. Tucked into a
our neighborhood - call us we're the lawn bank
making for low energy
ro's. We'll fertlize, kill unwanted weeds bills 2 bedrooms, living
room,
kitchen and bath And
eaper than you can do it yourself.
as an added bonus, a two bay

7 -000

1973 CHARGER, power
steering, brakes, air, AM.
FMcassett, $1600. Call 4365366 after 7 pm.

1975 FORD ELITE, pS., pb.,
air, vinyl top, luxury trim,
excellent condition. 759-1759.

Court square
Murray, Kentucky

A lovely traditional home on a corner lot in a
choice subdivision. Four bedrooms,2 baths, den,
formal dining room,two car garage.'

1971
CHRYSLER
NEWPORT, air and power, CUSTOM LANDSCAPING.
4 dO0r, 900d condition, 57,000 Let us enhance your home
actual miles, $995. Call 489- with a personally designed
landscape plan. Call 759 1657,
2200.
Hutson Greenhouses.
1970 CADILLAC De Ville,
56,000 miles, good condition. CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
Call 753-8149.
home done? Carpentry,
plumbing,
1976 CELICA GT, lift back, painting,
siding, patios,
AM FM stereo-tape, shadow aluminum
box on rear window. Call 753- small concrete jobs, call 4362814, after 5 pm, call 767.4256. 2562 after 5 pm.

1962 FORD V-8, automatic,4.
door, white with red interior.
Car has 62,000 actual miles,
$600. Phone 354-6217.

South. de

WORKER

CARPET CLEANING,
vibra-back, steam
dry
cleaning, references.
Reasonable
rates, free
estimates. Call 759-4085 or
753-5816.

1971 TRIUMPH TRB, 42,000
actual miles. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9920.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

CLASSIC CONVERTABLE
1967 Plymouth, Sport Fury.
Very good condition, $2200
final. Call 753-2306.

1974 DATSUN 260-L.54200.
For information call 759-4633.

1972 St_ 350 Honda, $250. Call
753-6293.

gnm

Weekends A Even,nos Coll
Joe Kennon 136 5676
Bud Noll 753 41188
Pont 11010.,ty 753 1674
Oen Tucker 753 1930

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
condition. Automatic with
power steering, has wide
tires and wheels, $800. Phone
354-6217.

1975 HONDA CB 500. Asking
$650, new tires and chain.
Call 753-9097 after 6 pm.

43./REAL ESTATE

N. USED CARS

1972 CHEVROLET Impala,
4-door, white over green,
power brakes, steering, air,
$950. Call 753-6293.

47. MOTORCYCLES

501 Maple
753 1312

One of Ohio's largest printers has opening for experienced personnel in following areas:
PRESS - Able to run a Goss Community and or Urbanite press.
CAMERA STRIPPER Experience to include halftone, line work, spot and -four color stripping.
Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume to previous
experience and salary history to:

IMMEDIATE
0C •
CUPANCY. Quality
built
with luxury features. Central
gas heat and electric air
conditioning.
Three
bedrooms,
two
baths,
fireplace, loads of kitchen
cabinets. Near Murray High,
804 Minerva. Call 753-0196 or
753-7906.

ii

BOYD-MAJORS°.
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

507 Maple
753 4341

Woolen& & Evenings Call
Joe Kennon 436 5676
led Nell 753 11168
Pain *Dotty 753 $614
Don Tucker 753 1930

C

-

-oar,

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

FLEA MARKET& Yard sale.
at Mac'n Macs in Aurora on
back lot. Antiques, old
bottles, jars, Beam and Avon
bottles, miscellaneous.
Clothes, all sizes. Baby
items. To be held Thursday
through Sunday. Sept. 28 till
Oct. 1, 9 till ? Just follow
signs.

FOR SALE 4 BR house, Lynn
Grove, garage, outbuildings,
wood stove, electric heat,
well, +-4 acres. Must sell,
moving business to Paris,
$30,000. Call 753-9400.

40
1

/7
91111!
,
/

9 30
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it...2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the low
teens...Just waiting for you
to move in. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS,753-1492.

2 BR FRAME house. City
limits. Redecorated, $21,000.
Call 753-0659.
FOR SALE 2 amid rental
houses on 5 acres, about 4
miles south on hwy. 641 only
$19,000. Calloway Realty, 522
Main. Phone: 753-51142.

---. •
linley Auction &
Realty Sales

3 BEDROOM home on 5
acres near Ky. Lake Music
RARE FAWN COLORED Barn. This home has been
Doberman Pinscher puppies. remodeled and a large
AKC registered, extremely family room has been added
fine blood line. Also some With fireplace. Living room,
Call 901-642-2277, kitchen with dishwasher and
blacks.
refrigerator and eat•in bar,
days or 901-586-5813 nights.
26 x 34 garage floored with
SEVEN YEAR old quarter room for nice .apartment
horse mare and five month upstairs, good well and more CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
NELSON We can't • We want you to
The
mule colt. Call 492-8118 or $38,500.
SHROAT CO., REALTORS, know about 2 good buys...one
753-6624.
is a 2 bedroom, 1.1 2 bath,
759-1707.
doublewide
mobile home
approx. 2
on
located
acres. .We also have a 2
41. PUBLIC SALES
bedroom mobile home on 11
/
2
additional
with
acres
BIG YARD SALE, Sat. 8-4,
available
if
acreage
parking lot of Colonial
School
East
desired.. In
House, N. 641. Clothes,
District...Call .LORETTA
pottery etc.
JOBS REALTORS,753-1492.

sge Space

nice
REAL
II for sale, Muley
2 years old. 2
extra nice mile
gentle, about 4
Ayshire, lots of
another cow.
o place them on a
!rested call Paul
13-3315, Murray.

A BEAUTIFUL WAY To Be
Practical. Energy saving 3
bedroom in Gatesborou•
Heat pump,, 12 inches in
sulaton
in 'ceiling, ther
mopane windows, beautiful
cusotm-designed kitchen
with breakfast island, formal
dining room. Home is
beautifully
decorated
throughout. Take a journey
to happy dream homeliving
and let us show this char
ming home to you. 60's.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

BASSETT
Puppiet, AKC
registered, wormed and first
shots, male $95. female, $85.
Can Hopkinsville, 1886.5032

Mini

3CK-SUP P.

43. REAL ESTATE

cold
WET,
BEFORE
weather, white rock and
grade driveways We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
after it_pm.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395-4967 or 1-362-1095

i

BUSH
HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753-2418.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens
installed,
minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
Call 759 411711

OUT OF THIS WORLD!
That's what you'll say
When You See The

All Marble
Showroom

Thornton Tile
St Marble
'Quality That Will Please"
fin S. 9th
753 5719

1
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!OBITUARIES I
Mrs. Miller Dies
Friday; Rites Set
Sunday Afternoon
Mrs. Pearl Miller, 91, of
Westview Nursing Horne died
Friday at 12:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Mrs. Miller was born June
24, 1887, in Calloway Counts,
the daughter of the late Viola
Hood and Henry Hamon
Miller. She was married to
Gentry Miller, who survives,
on April 9, 1928. Mrs. Miller
was a homemaker and a
member of the First United
Methodist Church.
Survivors in addition to her
husband are two sons, Henry
Gene Miller of Murfreesboro,
Tenn., and Edwin Graves
Miller of Texas,and a brother,
R. M. Miller of Paducah.
Funeral services are set for
2 p.m. Sunday at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home'with
Dr. Walter Mischke officiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today.

Burlie Wilcox Dies
Friday In Joppa, Ill.
Burlie Wilcox of Joppa, Ill.,
68. died unexpectedly at his
home at 2 p.m. Friday.
His wife,the former Modena
Smith of Joppa, survives. A
local survivor is a brother-inlaw, Truman Smith of
Murray.
The funeral will be at 2 p.m.
Monday at the Miller Funeral
Home in Metropolis, Ill.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after noon
today

Milby Funeral Set
Sunday Afternoon
Funeral services for Calvin
Milby of Route 6, Murray, will
be held at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home at 2 p.m.
Sunday with the Rev. Bob
Henley of the Chestnut Street
General Baptist Church officiating and Oneida White at
the Organ. Burial will be in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home until the time of
the funeral.
Milby, 56, died Friday at
12:30 a.m. at the MurrayC,alloway County Hospital. He
had been a body repairman
for Garland Used Cars.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Martha Tarman Milby,
three daughters, three sons, a
stepfather, two sisters, three
brothers and eight grandchildren.

§

Decorative
Watering Cans

1/2 price
PLANTLAND
-Gift and Garden Spot
of The I.akelancts''
Jet Hwy's. 481,441
5 MI North of Renton
seP-ers"
,
r4iss‘ae•O's0-sea..40.-

Church Of Christ Speaker Is Bro. John Dale Memorial Church
Bro. John Dale will speak on
The Living and Abiding
Word" at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. services and on
"Direction for My Life" at the
six p.m. services on Sunday,
Oct. 1, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
His scriptures will be from I
Peter 1:22-25 and Psalm 25:410.
Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Kevin Garner, Jack Rose,
Steve Roberson, Earl Nanny,
Ricky Cherry, Ed A. Thomas,
Paul Kelly, Adrian Cloys,
Tommy Carraway, and
Emmanuel Manners.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Jerry Ainley, Bob
LaMastus, Roy Harmon,
Charles Lamb, and Billy Nix.
Tressa Brewer will be the teen
nursery-helper. - Men serving the audience
for The Lord's Supper in
October will be Ronnie Sills,

Catholic Services
Scheduled, Church
St. Leo's Catholic Church
will hear the Rev. Martim,
Mattingly speak on "Who
Does The Father's Will" with
scripture from Matthew 21:2832 at the masses at 6:30 p.m.
today and at eight a.m.,
elevena.m., and 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served after the eight and
eleven a.m. services. Nursery
for children, four to six years,
will be open for the eleven
a.m. services.

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak
The First Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th
Streets, will hear the Rev. Roy
E. Rabatin, pastor, speak on
''Light and Life" at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Oct. 1. His scripture
will be from John 1:1-9;8-12.
Lisa Slater will direct the
choir as they sang the anthem,
'Hallelujah" with Steve Clark
as orgpnist.
The lard's Supper will be
served at thewvices.
Church School. will be held
at 9:30 a.m.

Ministerial Group To
Hold Breakfast Meet
The Murray-Calloway
County
Ministerial
Association will meet Wednesday, Oct. 4, at Poplar
Springs Baptist Church.
A bus will leave the First
Baptist Church (Murray)
Parking Lot at 7:30 a.m. for
the country ham and egg
breakfast to be served at the
Poplar Springs church at eight
a.m. Ministers are asked to
note change in time.
The program will include
discussion of a radio ministry.

Hairdressers Meeting
Planned Here Monday
The Murray Unit of the
National Hairdressers will
meet Monday, Oct. 2, at seven
p.m. at the Beauty Box.
At 7 30 p.m. Billie Cohoon
from The Cherry Branch will
present a program showing
the fall makeup.

FALL REVIVAL
St. John Baptist Church
Spruce & 1. 1'. Miller Street

OCT. 2-6, 1918
THEME Come In Jesus Bee.3:20

Glen W. Gibbs, Steve Simmons, Fred Furches, John C.
Steele, Kelly Crouse, Russell
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell Witte
Curd, Adrian Cloys, Ken
The First United Methodist
Farley, James Lamb, Rupert will Speak on "Bread _Ear the Church will celebrate with
and Holy Communion on Sunday,
(Physical
Hungry
Nix, and Ricky Cherry.
Nursery attendants for Spiritual)" from John 6 at the Oct. 1, at the 8:45 and 10:50
October will be Susan Bogard, 10:50 a.m. and seven pin. a.m. services.
Ann Furr, Patsy Rogers, services on Sunday, Oct. 1, al
The Rev. Dr. Walter
Betty Dodd, Jon Carpenter, the Memorial Baptist Chorch
Opal
Jones,
At the morning service re Mischke will speak on
Hoyland
Moubray, Hilda McKenzie, ordinance of The Lord's "Reflections In The Cup" at
Lita Warner, Debbie Housden, Supper will be observed. Ruh both secs/ties. The Rev. Fred
Lough, deacon of the week, Morton will assist Dr. Mischke
and Carol Sims.
with the Communion.
drivers
will
be
October bus
will assist in the services.
Rick Spann, Charles Olree,
J. T. Lee will direct the avng
Margaret Porter will sing
Jerry Fulton, and Curt service with Margaret Wilkins "Let Us Break Bread
Warner.
as organist and Sharon Owens Together" at the 8:45 a.m.
Bible study will be at 9:40 as pianist.
service. The Chancel Choir,
a.m.Sunday. The Ladies Bible
Church Teaching with directed by Paul Shahan with
Class will resume on Tuesday Elbert Thomason as director Bea Farrell as organist, will
at 9:30 a.m.
will be at 9:40 a.m. and sing the anthem,"Highway of
Church Training with J. T. the Upright" at the later
Lee as director at six p.m. on service.
Sunday.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
For bus information persons
may call Mrs. Vera Gillahan
753-8016 for the south side of
The Lord's Table, Not
the city, and Mrs. Ruth
Oils" will be the subject of
Warterfield 753-2635 for the
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
north side of the city.
David C. Roos at the 10:45
The children's choir will
a.m. services on Sunday, Oct.
Drew McGukin will be the meet at 4:30 p.m. and the
1. This will be World Comspeaker at the 10:30 a.m. and youth groups will meeet at
munion Sunday.
The Chancel Choir, directed six p.m. worship services on 5:30 p.m. on Sunday.
the
by Margaret Porter, will sing Sunday, Oct. 1, at
Christ.
of
Church
University
the anthem, "Lord At Your
Table Kneeling." Marie His morning scripture will be
Forrester will be worship Deut. 30:15-20 and his evening
17:16-32.
leader with David Daughaday scripture will be Acts
will
the
Assisting
in
services
as candle lighter.
Wayne
Bailey,
Ernie
be
Elders serving will be
Henry Holton and Auburn Williams, Bill Boyd, Jerry
Wells. Serving as deacons will Buckley,-.David Fitts, Bobby
The First Baptist _Church
be Jim Clopton, Randy Aulick, Martin, Steve Cochran, and
will hold regular worship
Mike Holton, Robert Hopkins, James Liiwson.
Don McCord, and Lenvel
Serving The Lord's Supper services at 10:45 a:r,sndYates.
will be Richard Smith, James seven p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 1,
Greeters will be Mr. and Feltner, Jack Wilson, Terry with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Mrs. Terry Hart and Mr. and Smith, Chuck Wilson, Tim Bill Whittaker, as the speaker.
Mrs. Robert Puttoff. Benita Fletner, Willard Alls, Mark
His morning subject will be
Greer and Donna Rousse will Ails, and Joey West.
If I Be Lifted Up" with
be in charge of the nursery.
Nursery supervisors will be scripture from J0E111.3:14-16;
The flowers will be fur- Gail Wright, Linda Cochran, 12:23-33, and his evening
nished by the Wear-Helm Deanie
Chrisman, Joy subject will be2JArril with
Service Circle Class in Waldrop, Ann Brooks, and scripture from Exodus 3:1-18,
memory of departed mem- Julie Gargus.
Isaiah 44:6, and John 8:58.
bers.
Flowers for the auditorium
Randy Sorrow, minister of
Max Miller will be the of- are furnished by Jo Brandon.
youth, and Paul Dailey, Jr.,
ficial church visitor for the
Bible Study will be held at
deacon of the week, will assist
coming week.
9:30 a.m. Sunday. The Elders
Sunday School will be at 9:30 and Deacons will meet Sunda, in the services.
a.m. The youth groups will at 7:30 a.m. in the church
Wayne Halley, minister of
meeet at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for annex.
music, with Joan Bowker as
supper followed by group
The Ladies Bible Class will organist and Allene Knight as
meetings.
pianist, will direct the music
be held Thursday at ten a.m.
and sing a solo at the morning
hour. Mrs. Judy Henry will
sing a solo at the evening hour.
The Church and Chapel Choirs
will sing.
Holy Communion will be
Sunday School will be at 9:30
celebrated at the St. John's
The First Pentecostal a.m and Church Training will
Episcal Church on Sunday, Chard) of God of Murray, U. be at six p.m. on Sunday.
Oct. 1, with.the Rev. Stephen S. 641 South, will hear the
Volunteer nursery workers
Davenport as‘fheebrant.
pastor, the Rev. Marland
Acolytes wiliN..e Jeff Harris, speak at the worship will be Mrs. Vaughn VanBlodgett, Tim Burchfi• ., and services on Sunday, Oct. 1, at degrift, Mrs. James Yates,
Mrs. Tommy Walker, Miss
Ben Moore. Claudia M. e ten a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
and Frank Blodgett will be lay
The choir of the church will Lisa Winters, Mr. and Mrs.
readers. In charge of the si in both Sunday services Pete Estes, Miss Maryjane
Estes, Miss Pat Schmelter,
nursery will be Ashley Miller with e nald Peal as director.
and Tracey Simpson,
Oasse
ill be held at the Mr. and Mrs. Mike Colyott,
Church School and Adult services a 7:30 p.m. on Dan Shipley, and Gina
Shipley.
Class will be at eleven a.m. Wednesday.
Sunday.

To Hear Dr. White

Christian Church
To Hear ISr. Roos
Sunday Morning

10,1011Aresi-franolisl

SIXTH STiErT AA FCTIST-CIITTReH-PADUCAH, KY

Services Each Night - 7:00 p.m.
For Transportation Call 753-2258 or 153-6899
Rev. C. E. Tirnberlake, Pastor

Church On Sunday

Drew McGukin Will
Speak At Church

Of Christ Sunday

Baptist Church To
Hear Pastor Speak

At Sunday Services

Episcopal Church
Plans Communion

Let's Stay Well

Services At First

Q: Mr. T. S. writes that

he has several friends who
are alcoholics. While they
get by, they cause problems in their homes and at
work.
He adds, "I think one of
them is a hazard on the
highway because he
drives while drinking."
Mr. T. S. asks, "What
percent of alcoholics actually take treatment for
their drinking problem?
Would it not be better for
all concerned to make
treatment compulsory, especially if the alcoholic
causes harm to others or
their property?"
A: According to Allan
Luks, executive director of
the National Council on
Alcoholism, New York
City, about 15 percent of
the 10 million alcoholics in
America seek voluntary
treatment. It benefits a
high percent (well over
half) of those alcoholics
who take therapy.

Subscribers wile hese net
received their Iteetecletivered
copy of The Merry, lortger
now by 510 p.m. faossalory
friers,Of by 3:30 p.m. se Seer
boys ore orysel to cal 733-1116
be-tweet, S40 p.m. mul 6 p.m.,
Moesdary•Fritlary. of 310 p.m.

end 4 p.m. Saturdays, to Were
delivery of Hie imarspisper. Cells
meet be pieced by 6 p.m
reelukays or 4 p.m. Sotertloys
to resrente•I•liregy

Dr. James Kline Takes Office
As President Of New Organization
5.^

Dr.. James M. Kline,
professor of physics at
Murray State University, took
office Thursday evening as the
first president of a new
campus organization of Sigma
Xi, the Scientific Research
Society of North America.
He and two other new officers elected by a petitioning
group of Sigma Xi members
officially assumed their duties
at the installation banquet for
the Sigma Xi Club. Other
members are:
Dr. Charles H. Chaney,
professor of agriculture,
president-elect; and Dr. Alta
V. Presson, professor of home
economics, secretarytreasurer.
Installing officer -for the
ceremony was Dr. Calvin
Lang, a biochemist at the
University of Louisville and
'formerly a national lecturer
for Sigma Xi, which is the
third oldest honor society in

North America.
Lang also delivered the
principal address, which was
entitled "Nutritional Control
of Cancer and Aging."
Sixty-one people attended
the installation banquet, including campus representatives of several disciplines,
in addition to the traditional
sciences. Chapter presidents
from Western Kentucky
University and the University
of Tennessee at Martin,- along
with a representative of
General Analine Film in
Calvert City, were also on
hand for the program.
Founded in 1886 at Cornell
University, Sigma Xi is made
up of researchers in a number
of fields and is devoted to the
promotion of research in both
the pure and applied sciences.
Kline said anyone who does
research and uses the
scientific method — either
graduate or undergraduate

Atkins Says Majors And Others
Should Pay For Use Of Plane
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Actor Lee Majors and five
other persons who used a state
plane to attend funeral services in New Jersey should
reimburse the state for the
price of the round-trip flight,
says state Auditor George
Atkins.
Gov. Julian Carroll approved use of the state aircraft as what he termed a
goodwill gesture.
Atkins said Friday that he
was "in full accord with their
interest and desire to attend
the funeral" of movie stuntman A.J. Bakunas, but that
the "taxpayers of Kentucky
are paying for a free charter
service."
The attorney general's
office ruled last May that state
aircraft use by private
citizens was illegal, but a
Carroll spokesman said
Thursday the governor didn't
accept
that legal interpretation.
"Carroll should never have
agreed to the plane's use, and
he holds to his position that he

students and professionals is eligible for membership.
Some of the fields of research
identified with Sigma Xi are
chemistry, physics, biology,
geology, physical geography,
psychology, economics,
mathematics, anthropology
and archeology, nutrition,
engineering, statistics,
agronomy,and medicine.
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can do anything he wants
because he is governor,"
Atkins said.
He said his office will not
seek reimbursement for the
flight.
Bakunas died last week of
injuries suffeflat in a 323-foot Boys and girls, ages/3 to 13,
free fall from the top of an
come to our dealership
-(91Tice Wilding which is under
August 18 through
COnstruction. The fall was September 29 to sign up.
'made in connection with the
Bring your parent or
filming of the movie,"Steel."
guardian and while
you're here, pick up a
free PP&K Tips Book.
You'll find tips from the
pros that may improve
your skills and your
OAK HARBOR, Wash —
chances for a trip to the
Navy Aircrew Survival PP&K finals to be held at
Equipmentrnan 3rd Class
the NFC Championship
John R. McCage, son of J. E.
game to be played on
and Geneva McCage of 1621
January 7,1979.
Keenland Drive, Mui-ray, has
Registration:
been promoted to his present
rank while serving with
August 18 through
Tactical Electronic Warfare
October 7th
Squadron 134, Whitney Island
Naval Air Station, Oak
Harbor, Wash.
A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School, he joined the
753-5273
701 Main
Navy in June 1975.

John R. McCage
Promoted In Navy

Parker
Ford

Church On Sunday

Dr. F.J.L. BLASIN-GAME

Compulsory Treatment Of Alcoholics

MISS YOUR PAPER?

PASTOR OF

Holy Communion At

It is true that alcoholism
is an important factor in
absenteeism in industry
and in industrial and traffic accidents. Also, alcoholism is frequently associated with family problems in family court cases
involving nonsupport,
child abuse, amd battered
wives.
At a recent meeting of
the 24th International Institute on the Preventidn
and Treatment of Alcoholism in Switzerland, as reported by the Associated
Press, a statement was
released saying -coercion
is effective." Mr. Luks
pointed out the proposal
"would allow family court
judges to require treatment where drinking led
alcoholics - into conflict
with the law."
Public attitudes toward
the alcoholic continue to be
lenient and merciful in

spite of the potential harm
of alcoholism to the drunkard and those with whom
he or she comes in contact.
Alcoholism is costly both
financially and in human
resources and suffering.
Even though studies show
that compulsory treatment
of alcoholism is reasonably
effective, the judges probably sense that they lack
public support to enforce
mandatory treatment. Facilities and trained personnel are in short supply and
would be unable to handle
the caseload. Admittedly,
public opinion may be
moving in the direction of
compulsory treatment of
alcoholics in the future.
Additional research is
needed-to determine why
some persons become alcoholics and others do not.
Prevention would be the
better treatment.

The Murray
Chiropractic Center
903 Sycamore St.
Murray;Kentucky 42071

is pleased to announce that its business
telephone will nowbe cinsWered on a 24
hour basis. Dr Bryari Thacker has instituted- this -service in order to better
serve both his present and prospective
patients

Telephone
502-153-9909

LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!
Savings Plans that offer you maximum
allowable rates for any insured financial institution.
Minimum
Deposit
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
No Minimum
Deposit
No Minimum
Deposit

Term
8 Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

8.00%
7.75%,
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%

Effective
Annual Yield
8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6..98%
6.72%

5.75%

5.92%

5.25%

5.39%

Rate

ney Market Certificate
Guaranteed Rate

Term

Minimum Deposit
$10,000

6 Months

1/4% more

than U.S. Treasury
Bill Rate

Bakd on Each Week's Treasury Auction.
This Week's Rate 8.526%
Interest on all savings are Compounded Daily

Early Withdrawal Requires a Substantial Interest Penalty

Murray
Downtown
Branch
7th & Main
753-7921

10401 okttni NG

LENDER

•

Murray
South Branch
. 715 So.12th St.
753-1214
•

Hopkinsvulle
Federal Savings & Loan

"Si

Hours Of Operation
Monday-Thursday 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m
Friday 9:00 a.m.-6:000.m.

•

